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ABSTRACT 

A "nested graben" structural model, in which mUltiple faults 
successively displace rocks downward to the deepest part of 
the basin , is supported by recent field geologic analysis and 
correlation of results to geophysical data for Dixie Valley. 
Aerial photographic analysis and detailed field mapping pro
vide strong evidence for a deep graben separated from the 
ranges to the east and west by mUltiple normal faults that af
fect the Tertiary/Quaternary basi n-fill sediments. Correlation 
with seismic reflection and gravity surveys shows that some 
faults recogni zed by minor displacements at the surface pro
duce significant stratigraphic offsets at depth in basin-fill 
sediments and help to explain gravity gradients di splaced ba
sin-ward from the range-front. The concept of a complex series 
offaults (both synthetic and antithetic) separating the Stillwater 
Range from Dixie Valley allows for the possibility that the 
geothermal circulation encompasses multiple faults both in
board and outboard of the range-front fault. This geometry 
increases the exploration potential of the area by providing 
additional possibilities for fault-controlled permeability and 
larger volumes of permeable rocks. . 

Introduction and Methods 

Geologic evidence for intra-basin and footwall faulting in 
Dixie Valley was examined by aerial photograph analysis and 
field mapping in 2000, following development of geophysical 
information suggesting that the "single range-front fault" model 
does not adequately describe the producing geothermal reser
voir (B lackwe ll ef. 0 1. , 1999. 2000; also, see the summary of 
different models in Benoit, 1999). The purpose of this field re
examinat ion was to develop a geologic map of recognized fault 
features in the region surro unding the geothermal reservoir 
(Figure I. overl ea f) . and to merge the fi e ld observations with 
ava il ab le geophysica l data and horehole informati on. 
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The methods for thi s study consisted of the following steps: 

I . Review of the published literature on the structural geol
ogy and tectonics of the Dixie Valley area. This review 
revealed that several investigators in the past have pre
sented evidence for and interpretations of a stepwise 
downward displacement of the valley along multiple faults 
that underlie and affect the valley-fill sediments (Thomp
son et. 01., 1967; Whitney, 1980; Wallace and Whitney, 
1984). 

2. Standard field mapping techniques were used in the area 
surrounding the geothermal resen·oir. In this area. a seri es 
of available seismic reflection lines and detailed gravity 
surveys provide an independent basis on which to evalu
ate field mapping results (Figure I). A set of false-color. 
infrared aerial photographs, which provided stereoscopic 
coverage of the area of Figure I at a scale of 1:24,000. 
were examined for evidence of faulting . It was found that 
surface displacements of greater than about half a meter 
were recognizable, and that lineaments associated with 
faulting were easily recognized. Springs were readily iden
tified by vegetation. All features indicative of faulting were 
transferred to I :24,000 topographic maps of the area. These 
maps served as base maps for the field mapping effort in 
which recognized scarps and lineaments were examined. 
Initial aerial photographic interpretations were verified or 
modified by the field observations. and surface di splace
ments measured where possible. 

3. Examination of seismic reflection sections to identify off
sets and folding of reflectors for correlation with structural 
features identified in the field mapping effort . 

4. Acquisition of gravity data in the area and construction of 
a gravity contour map for correlation with structural fea
tures identified in the field mapping effort . 

Intra-Basin Faults 

Intra-basin faults are recogni zed by scarps with up to a meter 
of surface displacement. fissurc s. g raben. linear arrangements 
of springs. and lineaments (both tonal and \'egetation ali gnments) 
in bas in-fill sediments. The Buckhrush fau lt. in the east ern side 
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Figure 1. Map of Dixie Valley showing mapped features related to faulting and subsurface structures recognized from geophysical surveys 

of the basin (Figure I) exhibits down-to-the-west displacement 
and may have two branches that curve into the range-front fault 
in the vicinity of the geothermal power plant. Synthetic (down
to-the-east) faults occur in the Dixie Hot Springs area and affect 
both alluvial fans from the range front and playa sediments of 
the salt marsh. In some areas, alluvial fan deposits on the hang
ing wall of the faults have slid basin-ward on fine-grained 
water-saturated playa sediments, forming wide graben systems 
where they pull away from the fault scarp and belts of folded 
and thrust-faulted playa sediments ahead of the slide blocks 
(Figures I and 2). The numerous warm springs at the Dixie Hot 
SpringslDixie Meadows area are localized by one of these pull
apart zones , and the playa sediments to the east are crumpled 
by the eastward movement of the toe of the alluvial fan . 

Springs in Dixie Valley 

Spri ngs along the Buckbrush fault system bring cold , fresh 
water from artesian aquifers at depth to the surface. As indicated 
by driller's logs of well s in the map area and in the settlement of 
Dixie, Just south of the map area, those artes ian aquifers are lay
ers of grave l and sand beneath clay-rich playa sed iments (hardpan) 
at dept hs of 100 to 400 feet be low the sUIi"ace. The fau lt system 

cuts through these aquifers and provides permeable channels of 
disrupted materials along the fault surfaces for water to move to 
the surface. In several places along the Buckbrush system, inac
tive springs characterized by dead vegetation (grass, shrubs, 
saplings) occur. This suggests that plumbing systems for the 
springs are ephemeral and become sealed with time, and that re
peated displacements on the fault system are required to maintain 
active springs. Some of the inactive springs may have been aban
doned during the 1954 earthquakes, as new fault movements 
rearranged passageways. A likely mechanism for sealing of per
meable passageways in these springs is plastic defoffilation of 
clay-rich playa and lake sediments. 

Springs in the Dixie Meadows area, on the west side of the 
valley (Figure I) are hot or warm springs, and probably tap 
geothermal waters moving up the Dixie Meadows fault system 
directly beneath. The maintenance of plumbing systems for 
these springs also require repeated fault movements, but in this 
case because of sealing of fractures by hydrothermal mineral
ization from the ascending hot waters. These springs may have 
been affected by 1954 ground motion and minor fault di splace
ments, and were probabl y rejuvenated, or perhaps even initiated, 
by the pre- 1954 cal1hquake even t (the Bend Event) . That eve nt 

has bee n bracke ted in age between 1.5 and 6 .86ka by 

( 
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figure 2. Cross sec:.:·,; of wide graben and folded playa 
sediments along the 0 '. e Meadows iault zone. See Figure 1 

for l occ~ )ns of cross sections. 

paleoseismic studies alon~ the southern part of the Dixie Valley 
fault (Caskey ef. al., 20C):II. The mid- to late-Holocene age of 
this event is probably al~0 responsible for rejuvenation of per
meability and hydrothermal fluid transport in the producing 
geothermal reservoir and 3,t several fumaroles along the range
front fault between Dixie Hot Springs and the north end of the 
Dixie Valley. 

Footwall Faults and Mafic Dikes 

Southeast-dipping faults with dip- slip slickensides occur 
in the bedrock of the Stillwater Range several kilometers be
hind the range-front. Some of these were mapped in the power 
plant area by Plank (199-" A large southeast-dipping fault 
south of the power plan! :ifea curves southwestward from drill 
hole 53-15, forming a l:ifge spoon-shaped sliver behind the 
range-front fault (Figure I). It may represent an abandoned 
segment of the fault sy~tem as the range-front fault moved 
basin-ward in Late Terti ary or Quaternary time, or a relay ramp 
structure between two segments of the fault. This fault has 
not accumulated signific-:llt displacement because little or no 
offset of mafic dikes (Fi~ure I) is discernable where they are 
cut by the fault. 

Mafic dikes were mapt"Cd in the foot\\'all to pro\'ide displace
ment and age control for f:-:uhs occurring there. We hoped to find 
a suite of late Tertiary dil;", that may h3\'e served as feeders for 
the Miocene basalts that ':Jp the. Stilhl ater Range and floor the 
valley-fill sediments in the basin. Such a suite of dikes would 
have allowed easy distin.:-lion between late Tertiary extensional 
faults and older faults unrelated to Basin and Range extension . 
However, the only youn~ dikes found were the two in Little Cot
tonwood Creek. just we,: ,11' the power plant. that were mapped 
and dated by Plank ( 199-, :\11 the others shown on Figure I are 
older dikes, emplaced in \ksozoic or early Terti ary time during 
or shortly after form ati on of the country rocks. They show. as 
indi cated above. that the j',x1twall fa ult ~outh of the power plant 
has not acc um ulated s i ~n ;j-l ':Jn t di spb:emenl. but do not provide 
much·age informati on f(lJ the faulting. 
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Seismic Reflection Lines 

Seismic reflection lines (Figure I) were examined to lo
cate stratigraphic offsets (offsets of reflectors) in the 
vaHey-fill sediments. Faults were inferred in places where 
offsets were unambiguous, and projected to the surface. The 
surface projections of those faults are shown in Figure I, 
and in several areas correspond to faults identified at the 
surface by surface mapping. The positions of anticlinal and 
synclinal axes recognized in the seismic sections are also 
indicated in Figure I. 
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figure 3. Gravity map of Dixie Valley with mapped faults in heavy 
solid lines, and inferred generalized fault systems in broad gray 
lines (from figure 1). Ground ruptures of the 1954 earthquake 

(from Caskey et. al., 1996) shown by dashed lines. 

Gravity Surveys 

Gravity data provides a useful constraint on the subsurface 
structure in Dixie Valley. A detailed gravity study of the valley 
was conducted in 1996 (Blackwell et. al., 1999) and extended 
in 2000 to a total of nearly 1000 points. The resultant data were 
merged with regional gravity data to produce a Bouguer Gravity 
map for the Dixie Valley area (Figure 3); the surface faultin g and 
generalized interpretations of major structures are al so plotted. 
The regions of strong gradients on the west side of the valley 
define the structural offse t between the base ment and vall ey fill. 
2-D modeling of the gravity data (Blac kwe ll f l . al .. 1999) shows 
that along much of the va ll ey. piedmont fa ults accommodate most 
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of the displacement between the range-front and the valley bot
tom. These findings agree with those of Bell and Katzer ( 1987) 
for the southern section of the valley. In the area just northeast of 
"the Bend" the mapped trace of the fault diverges significantly 
from the position that would be interpreted from the gravity gra
dient - it is unclear weather this is due to structural complexity or 
to compositional (and density) variations in the footwall rocks . 
The grayity data suggests that along the whole of the western 
side of Dixie Valley. faults are steeply dipping. 

Structure in the eastern side of Dixie Valley is less clearly 
related to the gravity data . The trends of surface faulting corre
late weakly with areas of gravity gradient. The gradients 
themselves are not as strong on the eastern side as would be 
expected for this highly asymmetrical valley. In places where 
the surface faulting cuts across the valley, there is some corre
lation with north trending gradients, but it is not clear whether 
the north trending high gradient areas are structural or compo
sitional in origin . 

Interpretations and Conclusions 

Our best interpretation of locations of significant intra-ba
sin faults are shown as broad gray lines in Figure I. The 
Buckbrush and the Dixie Meadows fault zones appear to be 
continuous from the southern margin of Humboldt Salt Marsh 
to the power plant area. and to form a deeper graben within the 
topographic expression of Dixie Valley. Within this graben, 
several anticlinal and synclinal axes recognized in seismic sec
tions, appear to have northerly trends in the power plant area 
(Figure I). The fault pattern suggests that several faults inter
sect or closely interact with each other in the area of the 
producing reservoir. The intersection of the Dixie Meadows 
fault system with two or more north-trending branches from 
the Buckbrush fault system occurs in the area of the geothermal 
reservoir and in the area in which reflectors are absent in seis
mic reflection sections. Large volumes of fractured rocks at 
these fault intersections may help to explain both the location 
of the reservoir and the absence of seismic reflectors in the area. 

Surface geologic mapping and geophysics support the con
cept of a complex series of synthetic and antithetic faults 
separating the Stillwater Range from Dixie Valley and allows 
for the possibility that the geothermal circulation encompasses 
multiple faults both inboard and outboard of the range-front 
fault. This geometry increases the exploration potential of the 
area by providing additional possibilities for fault-controlled 
permeability and for larger volumes of permeable rocks. 

Future Work 

Correlation of fault data from geologic mapping and geo
physics with well logs (both lithologic and geophysical) with 
be the next step in thi s project. We hope to be able to make a 
more de finite assessment of the fault(s) hosting the reservoir 
and to provide criteria for se lec tion of new drill targets. 

'.t 
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Abstract 
Preliminary results from a high-resolution aeromagnetic survey (200m line spacing) acquired in 
Dixie Valley early in 2002 provides confirmation of intra-basin faulting based on subtle surface 
indications. In addition the data allow identification of the locations and trends of many faults 
that have not been recognized at the surface, and provide a picture of intrabasin faulting patterns 
not possible by other means. The data reveal a suite of northeasterly-trending curving and 
branching faults that surround a relatively coherent block in the area of Humboldt Salt Marsh, 
the deepest part of the basin. The producing reservoir occurs at the north end of this coherent 
block, where rampart faults from the northwest side of the valley merge with anthithetic faults 
from the central and southeast parts of the valley. 

Introduction and Methods 
Recent geologic mapping focused on fault distribution near the producing geothermal reservoir 
in Dixie Valley relied on subtle surface features (small scarps, small graben, linear alignments of 
springs, vegetation and color lineaments) to define fault locations beneath and within the 
intrabasin sediments. (Smith et ai, 2001) In order to increase confidence in the locations of 
buried faults a high-resolution aeromagnetic survey was conducted over a 940 km:? area. The 
area extends from Dixie Meadows northeastward to the Sou Hills, and from the eastern front of 
the Stillwater Range to the west edge of the Clan Alpine Range (Figure 1) and includes almost 
all of the area in which the recent geologic mapping was done. 

Parameters for the high-resolution aeromagnetic survey (Table 1) are similar to those for other 
surveys which have provided information on the distribution of buried faults in basin-fill 
sediments (Grauch, 2001; Grauch et aI., 2001; Grauch and Mi !legan, 1998). The main 
distinguishing feature of this survey is the extreme topographic relief at the east front of the 
Stillwater Range, which dictated the use of a helicopter to acquire data near the range-front fault. 
Detailed descriptions of the procedures followed for data acquisition and processing are 
contained in U. S. Geological Survey and PRJ, Inc. (in press). 
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T bl I S a e peci IcatlOns 0 f h D' . V II h' h I . t e IXle a ey Ig -reso utlOn aeromagnetic survey (2002) 
Dates of Acquisition I January 20 - February 2, 2002 
Line Spacing 200 m, lines trend NW - perpendicular to regional structures 
Tie lines 1000 m, lines trend NE - parallel to regional structures 
Observation height above 

I 
120 m 

ground (average) 
InstrumenUAircraft Cesium-vapor magnetometer with sampling rate of 0.1 

seconds towed below a Bell Jet Ranger helicopter 
Area Surveyed ~940 km-
Total flight-line length 5740 line km 

After data processing to remove diurnal effects, noise, and the Earth's magnetic field, the total
field aeromagnetic data were gridded at a 50-m interval (Figure 2). Preliminary analysis focused 
on enhancing the signature of shallow faults in the aeromagnetic data by using the gradient 
window method (Grauch and Johnston, in press), a modification of the horizontal-gradient 
method. The horizontal-gradient method (Cordell and Grauch, 1985; Blakely and Simpson, 
1986) is based on a principle from gravity methods that steep gradients occur over near-vertical 
contacts between units with differing physical properties. For magnetic data, the same principle 
can be applied after transforming the data into a form that is mathematically similar to gravity 
data, called pseudogravity (Baranov, 1957). Local peaks (or ridges) in the magnitude of the 
horizontal gradient of pseudogravity give the locations of steepest gradients, intuitively similar to 
taking the first derivative of a curve. A modification of the method, which isolates the 
horizontal-gradient magnitudes associated with short-wavelength anomalies (Grauch and 
Johnston, in press), was applied to the Dixie Valley data after transforming to pseudogravity 
(Figure 3). Future study will include analyses to estimate the depths and refine map locations of 
faults with respect to anomalies visible on the map. 

Fault Patterns Indicated by Aeromagnetic Anomalies and Geologic Mapping in Dixie 
Valley 
The total-field aeromagnetic map (Figure 2) shows the same gross features as earlier, low
resolution aeromagnetic maps (Smith, 1968; Thompson et aI., 1967). Notably, the patterns of 
major positive and negative aeromagnetic anomalies are similar; the large positive anomalies 
have been interpreted to represent large bodies of mafic rocks in the basement beneath the valley 
fill sediments or horst blocks of mafic basement rocks within the valley. 

In addition to the large positive and negative anomalies, the map (Figure 2) shows a suite of 
northeast-trending, short wave-length, linear anomalies which have been emphasized by the 
narrow ridges in the horizontal gradient map (Figure 3). Many of the linear anomalies are 
continuous for 10 or more krn, and commonly show branching and curving shapes. In addition, 
a group of short wavelength negative anomalies (dimples) present in the area of Hyder Hot 
Springs may represent altered areas where magnetic minerals have been destroyed along 
plumbing pathways that feed the hot springs. Alternatively, the negative anomalies may be due 
t ....... hllr;.c!t.rf ovt;n.o"t "a.rdco ... nlntc.r.r1: tA Teort;r:u"" 'lAI,....t""),,;r- f"1",\r'VC' th".lt h'.l"p rp\lprcp._nf\l~rlt\1 rprn~npnt 
LV UUll'-.-U, \.../\'lI11"-'1. V\....11l,:) l\,...lUl ....... U tV J \.... llLUY V V 1\.,..Ul1 I\,... JV"-'l'\.~ I.1lUI,. lU."""" l'-'V'-'lJ'-" P.....,l'-4" J ...................... ,,- .... ~ 

magnetization (Hudson and Geissman, 1991). In preas where bedrock is exposed at the surface 
(along the northwestern edge and the central part of the southeastern edge of the surveyed area) 
the pattern of anomalies is much rougher than in areas covered with thick alluvial sediments. 

2 
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Superposition of mapped faults (Smith et aI., 200 I: Whitney, 1980; Thompson et aI., 1967) onto 
the horizontal gradient map shows that many of the short wavelength, linear magnetic anomalies 
have a close correspondence to the mapped fault traces (Figure 4). The correspondence is 
identical to that in the A.lbuquerque Basin \vhere "the linear anomalies have become important 
geologic mapping tools that are used to connect and extend isolated exposures of faults, to 
confirm ambiguous surface evidence of faults, to infer buried faults, and to pinpoint areas to look 
for fault e\'idence on the ground" (Grauch 200 I :Grauch et aI., 200 I). After extensive 
investigations of possible sources of the linear anomalies in the Albuquerque Basin, Grauch et al 
(200 I) show that they are explained by fault offsets that juxtapose sediment layers of differing 
magnetic properties. and that they represent offsets that occur within the upper 500-600 meters 
of the valley-fill sediments. 

The close correspondence of mapped faults in Dixie Valley to narrow ridges in the horizontal 
gradient map (Figure 4) suggests that the aeromagnetic data can be used to extend the knowledge 
of faulting within the basin-fill sediments. By using the horizontal-gradient map (Figure 3) to 
infer the traces of faults we develop a more complete map of fault distribution in the valley 
(Figure 5). Faults can be interpreted from the horizontal-gradient magnitude by following the 
ridges in the horizontal-gradient magnitude map (Figure 3). This interpretation can be somewhat 
subjective, because peak magnitudes can also follow lithologic contacts, abrupt variations in 
magnetic properties within one rock unit, and steep basement relief. In contrast, the absence of 
linear magnetic anomalies does not necessarily imply the absence of faults; a lack of contrast in 
magnetic properties of the materials juxtaposed at the faul t or minor offset along the fault could 
could preclude aeromagnetic detection (Grauch et aI., 200 I). 

The complete pattern of shallow faults (Figure 5) shows that faults that have a strong surface 
expression also have a strong aeromagnetic signal, that there are many faults in the valley that 
exhibit no surface expression, and that some of the faults that have surface expression are 
sections of longer faults. 

Interpretation of Fault Patterns in Dixie Valley 
Intrabasin faults in Dixie Valley trend generally northeast, subparallel to the range front fault 
(Figure 5), but they commonly exhibit curving and branching shapes. Notably, the Buckbrush 
fault system, a major intrabasin system with numerous springs localized along its trace, broadens 
and branches in a classic "horsetail" fashion just south of Humboldt Salt Marsh. This suggests 
that it terminates to the south of the mapped area and that displacement is transferred to nearby 
faults to the east or west. There is a tendency for all the faults, including the exposed range-front 
fault to tum to a more easterly direction at the north end of Dixie Valley, in the Sou Hills-Hyder 
Hot Springs area. The mapped range-front fault and several faults inferred from aeromagnetic 
anomalies in the northeastern part of the area tum quite abruptly eastward, indicating a 
significant change in fault geometry at the northern end of the valley. 

The inferred presence of a buried syntheti c rampart fault just outboard of the range-front fault is 
strengthened by the aeromagnetic anomalies present there. The aeromagnetic signature is 
especiall y convincing in the northern part of the area between the geothermal field and the Sou 
Hills (Figure 4). Along the western side of the va ll ey near the geothermal fi eld , fa ults inferred 

3 
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from the aeromagnetic data (Figure 5) are supported by gra\'ity and geologic mapping 
(Blackwell et aI., 1999,2000; Smith et aI., 2001) and confirmed by recent drilling. At the 
southern end, near Dixie Meadows, the horizontal gradient anomaly and the steepest part of the 
gravity gradient (Blackwell et al. 1999; Smith et al.. 200 I) are coincident. and lie outboard of the 
Dixie Meadows graben system. This suggests a moderate eastward dip for the rampart fault. 
unlike the areas in the vicinity of the deep wells 36-14 and 45-14 where drilling shows that the 
fault is essentially Yertical. It is clear that the extension that produced the Dixie \leadows 
graben system is thin-skinned basin-ward sliding of alluvial fan material on satur~lted fine
grained sediments of the salt marsh (Caskey et al.. 2000; Smith et al, 2001), and therefore does 
not necessarily owe its existence to surface displacement along a deep rampart fault. Howeyer, 
the close spatial correlation of the gravity and magnetic gradients reflect the presence of a deeper 
structure whose surface expression could control the location of the graben system 

The only part of the basin without surface or aeromagnetic evidence of intrabasin faulting is the 
area in and around the Humboldt Salt Marsh. This seems to be the deepest part of the basin. 
flanked on both sides by intrabasin fault systems that downdrop the central block. The 
geothermal field is located at the north end of this deep, coherent block, where its flanking fault 
systems merge. The area of merging is also marked by an abundance of springs and flowing 
wells, suggesting that a number open fault systems occur here, extending from the deep bedrock, 
where they provide space for the geothermal fluids, into near-surface sediments, \vhere they 
allow rise of water from artesian aquifers near the surface. 

Conclusions and ,Recommendations 
This is a test of high-resolution aeromagnetic surveys in basins other than the Albuquerque 
Basin, where the technique was first demonstrated. There was some early concern that the deep, 
narrow basin geometry, the extremely steep front of the Stillwater Range, and the presence of 
very magnetic mafic rocks in the bedrock in Dixie Valley would limit the usefulness of the 
technique here. But the data have proven to reveal the intra-basin fault pattern with unexpected 
clarity. The data allow identification of the positions and attitudes of numerous faults that have 
no surface expression, and provide a geometric relationship of the geothermal field to the fault 
pattern that will aid further geothermal exploration in the area. As additional processing and 
filtering of the data are performed, the fault pattern will be refined, and the relationship of deep 
to shallow aeromagnetic signatures of faulting will be further clarified. 

This effort has shown that topographic constraints on aeromagnetic data acquisition can be 
overcome by use of helicopter flight platforms, and that the method can provide useful data in 
basins where bedrock composition and basin geometry are not ideal. This is a technique that 
may prove useful for geothermal exploration, structural investigations. and groundwater 
problems in many sediment-filled basins of extensional environments. 
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Figures 
Figure I. Location and Index map 
Figure 2. Shaded-relief image of total -fie ld aeromagnetic data, illuminated from the northwest. 
Figure 3. Shaded-relief image of the horizontal -grad ien t magnitude of grad ients associated with 

loca l (shallow) features , computed after transformati on of th e aeromagnetic data to 
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pseudogravity and application of the gradient window method (Grauch and Johnston, 
in press) using the residual in a I X I km moving window. Illumination from the 
northwest. 

Figure 4. Horizontal Gradient Magnitude (HGM) map (Figure 3) with mapped faults 
superimposed. 

Figure 5. The complete distribution of shallow faults as indicated by surface mapping and high
resolution aeromagnetic anomalies. Selected deeper faults are also inferred from 
aeromagnetic anomalies along the western range front and from seismic profiles. 
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Figure 1. Index map showing the area of the high-resolution aeromagnetic survey. 
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Figure 3. Shaded-relief image of the horizontal-gradient magnitude of gradients associated with 
local (shallow) features, computed after transformation of the aeromagnetic data to 
pseudogravity and application of the gradient window method (Grauch and Johnston, 
in press) using the residual in a 1 X 1 km moving window. Illumination from the 
northwest. 
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Figure 5. The complete distribution of shallow faults as indicated by surface mapping and high
resolution aeromagnetic anomalies. Selected deeper faults are also inferred from 
aeromagnetic anomalies along the western range front and from seismic profiles. 
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Figure 3. Shaded-relief image of the horizontal-gradient magnitude of gradients associated with 
local (shallow) features, computed after transfom1ation of the aeromagnetic data to 
pseudogravityand application of the gradient window method (Grauch and Johnston, 
in press) using the residual in a I X I km moving window. Illumination from the 
northwest. 
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EAST-TRENDING DEXTRAL FAULTS IN THE 
\.fESTERN GREAT BASIN: AN EXPLANATION 
FOR ANOHALOUS TRENDS OF PRE-CENOZO IC 
STRATA AND CENOZOIC FAULTS 

John H. Stewart 

U.S. Geological Survey, 
Henlo Park, California 

Abstract. Two postulated major east 
trending strike-slip fault zones, here 
named the Coaldale and Excelsior fault 
zones, are delineated mainly on the basis 
of faults in Cenozoic rocks in eastern 
California and western Nevada and coincide 
with apparent major right-lateral offsets 
in the distribution and facies of pre
Cenozoic rocks. Apparent right-lateral 
offset of pre-Cenozoic rocks on the Coal
dale fault zone is 60 to 80 km and on the 
Excelsior fault zone is 45 to 55 km. This 
offset accounts for major disruption in 
trends of pre-Cenozoic rocks in eastern 
California and western Nevada, a disrup
tion previously interpreted as the result 
of either an originally curving continen
tal margin or tectonic distortion of orig
inally linear trends by large-scale bend
ing (oroflexural folding) or by crustal
scale folding related to north-east
southwest compression. Main offset on the 
Coaldale and Excelsior fault zones appears 
to be late Hesozoic in age. A pre-mid
Cretaceous age is indicated because mid
Cretaceous and younger plutonic rocks are 
not cut by major strike- slip faults on 
line with the fault zones. Major movement 
is probably younger than the Dunlap Forma
tion, which is dated paleontologically as 

Thi s paper is not subject to U.S. 
Copyright. Published in 1985 by the 
American Geophysical Union . 

Pa pe r number 5T0448. 

Early Jurassic but l.mich may also contain 
rocks as young as Cretaceous. Local 
reactivation of the faults in the Ceno
zoic, perhaps under a different stress 
regime, accounts for offset of Cenozoic 
rocks. The Coaldale and Excelsior fault 
zones terminate major northwest trending 
late Cenozoic and possibly older faults. 
The Owens Valley-\fui te Moun ta in faul t 
system in eastern Cali fornia and the 
Furnace Creek fault zone in southeastern 
California and westernmost Nevada termin
ate northward at the Coaldale fault 
zone. A system of south-east trending 
d3ht-Iateral and high-angle faults in 
western Nevada, including the Bettles Well 
fault, terminate southward at the Excel
sior fault zone. Major movement on north
west trending faults such as the Furnace 
Creek and Bettles Well fault may be mostly 
late Cenozoic in age, but present informa
tion does not preclude the possibility 
that these fault zones initiated prior to, 
and are offset by, the Coaldale and Excel
sior fault system. The unusual trends of 
pre-Tertiary rocks and of the Coaldale and 
Excelsio r fault zones in eastern Califor
nia and western Nevada appear to be re
stricted to the I-lalker Lane belt, a broad 
northwest trending structural zone char
acte rized by r ight- lateral s hear in wes t 
e rn Nevada and eastern California. Possi
bly initial shear produced the northwest 
tr:nding f ault s , a nd a l a t er "kink" in 
t his system produced oroflexural folding 
and the east - t r ending right - lateral Coal-
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Fig. 1. Index map of California and Nevada showing major strike-slip faults, 
generalized distribution and facies trends of Paleozoic rocks, and the Halker 
Lane belt. Stippled area is Walker Lane belt. Heavy lines are major strike
slip faults, arrows indicate relative movement. Line with crosses is general
ized trend of Paleozoic rocks. Symbols: CFZ, Coaldale fault zone; DVFZ, 
Death Valley fault zone; EFZ, Excelsior fault zone; FCFZ, Furnace Creek fault 
zone: GF, Garlock fault; LMFZ, Lake Mead fault zone; LVVSZ, Las Vagas Valley 
shear zone; SAF, San Andreas fault. 

dale and Excelsior fault zones. This 
"kink" may have resulted from a change in 
the stress regime and structural complex
ities where the shear zone obliquely 
crossed the Paleozoic continental margin. 

INTRODUCTION 

The distribution trends of Proterozoic 
to Mesozoic rocks are generally south
southwest in central Nevada (AB, Figure 
1), east-west or highly disrupted in west
ern Nevada and eastern California (BC, 
Figure 1), and again south southwest in 
eastern California (CD, Figure 1). Two 
competing ideas have developed to explain 
this Z- shaped pattern (ABCD, Figure 1). 
According to the first, the pattern simply 
reflects the original shape of the conti
nental margin . Ferguson and Muller [1949] ... 
applied the name Luning Embayment to the 
southeast indentation (ABC, Figure 1) in 

this supposedly irregular margin. In more 
modern terms, this interpretation relates 
the irregularly shaped continental margin 
to a complex pattern of late Proterozoic 
rifting [Oldow, 1982, 1983, 1984a, b; 
Oldow and Geissman, 1982; Geissman et al., 
1984]. The second idea attributes the Z
shaped distribution pattern of the Pro
terozoic to Mesozoic rocks to tectonic 
distortion that has disrupted originally 
more linear trends. Albers [1967] pro
posed that the pattern was produced by 
large- scale bending or drag (oroflexural 
folding) in an area of dextral shear (the 
Walker Lane or belt, Figure 1), whereas 
Hetterauer [1977] related the tectonic 
distortion (which he referred to as the 
"Mina deflection") to a crustal- scale fold 
produced by northeast- southwest compres
sion. In this article I suggest a third 
explanation of t ectonic distortion, name
ly , that much of t he offset is related to 
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right-lateral movement on two major east 
trending fault zones (the Coaldale and 
Excelsior faults). These fault zones ap
pear also to have been important in con
trolling the pattern of late Cenozoic 
faults in the western Great Basin. 

STRUCTURE 

The fault zones described here are re
cognized mainly on the basis of the anom
alous trends of faults that cut strata as 
young a s late Cenozoic. In the surround
ing region, most young high-angle faults 
strike northerly but near the postulated 
fault zones many young, steep faults 
strike more nearly east-west. In places 
the zones are characterized by locally 
broad linear belts of late Cenozoic sil
icic or basaltic igneous rocks that were 
apparently erupted along the fault, though 
perhaps under a different stress regime 
from that which originally produced the 
faults. The main time of movement, as 
described below, was in the late Mesozoic, 
but in many places the faults were reacti
vated in the late Tertiary and even the 
Quaternary. Locally, fault patterns in 
young basaltic units may mimic old fault 
patterns in underlying rocks. Although 
locally obscured by late Cenozoic volcanic 
and alluvial cover the fault zones are 
well defined for much of their length. 

Coaldale Fault Zone 

The Coaldale fault zone, which was 
recognized in part by Albers and Stewart 
[1972) and corresponds to the western part 
of the Warm Springs lineament of Ekren et 
al. [1976), forms a conspicuous zone of 
east to east-northeast trending faults 
east of Coaldale (Plate 1, location 1) 
[Moiola, 1969; Albers and Stewart, 1972; 
Robinson et al., 1976; Moore, 1981). 
These faults may belong to a system of 
northeast trending faults along the south
ern margin of the Monte Cristo Range. 
Alternately, the main fault zone may con
tinue eastward below Quaternary alluvium 
east of the Coaldale area (east of loca
t ion 1). In either case, the Coaldale 
fault zone must curve to the northeast 
between the southea stern Monte Cristo 
Range a od the Lone Mountain a rea, because 
t he faul t zone do e s not extend thr ough the 
Meso zoic and older rocks of the Lone Moun
t a in area . 

Wes t of the Coal da l e area , t he Coal dale 
fa ult zone is c l earl y recogni zed as a 
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system of east trending faults along the 
south and southeast sides of Miller }foun
tain (Plate 1, location 2; Albers and 
Stewart [1972) and Stewart [1979)), and 
also north of Montgomery Pass (Plate 1, 
locations 3 to 4; Stewart [1982a, b), 
Stewart et al. [1982), and Dohrenwend 
[1982a, b)). 

In the Adobe Hills area west of Mont
gomery Pass, east trending faults are not 
recognized, but the fault pattern is com
plex and fault trends change from gen
erally northwest on the south to northeast 
on the northside of a westward projection 
of the Coaldale fault zone [Gilbert et 
al., 1968). This change in trend is here 
considered to reflect near-surface fault
ing above the buried Coaldale fault 
zone. Faults in the Montgomery Pass and 
Adobe Hills areas cut a young basalt flow 
(2 to 5 Ma; Gilbert et al. [1968) and 
Crowder et al. [1972)) that is considered 
to be younger than the main movement on 
the Coaldale fault. The elongate east
west outcrop of the basalt (Plate 1, 
locations 3 to 5) is compatible with the 
idea of eruption along a continuation of 
the Coal-dale fault zone. The inferred 
follows a conspicuous east trending aero
magnetic anomaly in the Montgomery Pass
Adobe Hills area [Ekren et al., 1976), and 
this may in part indicate buried feeder 
systems for the basalt. 

West of the Adobe Hills area, the 
Coaldale fault zone, if it exists, lies 
below Quaternary alluvial deposits. The 
fault zone may extend as far west as the 
Sierra Nevada, judging by the distribution 
of Paleozoic rocks discussed below, but 
such a continuation is not evident in sur
face geology. It may curve slightly to 
the north and join a system of northwest 
treoding faults farther west (westerIlIlost 
part of the area shown in Plate 1). The 
trends of surface faults and the distribu
tion of pre- Tertiary rocks indicate that 
the Coaldale fault zone does not join with 
the east- northeast lineament in the Sierra 
Nevada described by Albers [1981). 

Excelsior Fault Zone 

A system of east trending faults along 
the south side of the Excelsior Mountains 
i s he re named t he Excelsior f ault zone . 
The fault zone exte nds along t he ba se of 
t he s t eep southe r n face of the Excels i o r 
Mo~tains (Plate 1, location 6), where, in 
some' places, i t -fo rm s t he bounda ry be t ween 
Pal eozoic t o Ce no zoic rocks on t he nort h 
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III 
EXPLANATION 

Metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks in Sierra 
Nevada I Mississippian to Cretaceous) 

I w I Carbonate rocks. shale. sandstone, volcanogenic 
clastic rocks, andesite, and rhyolite (Triassic 
to Cretaceous). In part includes the Luning 
Formation and the Pamlico Formation IOldow, 
1978). Locally includes undated rocks that could 
be as old as Permian. 

!t:::::~:tttl Dunlap Formation (Jurassic and Cretaceous 7). 
Conglomerate, sandstone, greenstone, felsite, 
and tuff. 

1:;:::::::::1 Metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks in White 
Mountains IMiddle Triassic, Upper Triassic, or 
Jurassic). 

k\\W0\~ Pelite, chert, and volcanogenic turbidite (Mina . 
Formation. Permian, of Speed, 1977) and basaltiC 
andesite IBlack Dyke Formation, Permian, of 
.Speed, 1977). Locally includes Pennsylvanian 
sandstone, pelite, and chert. 

b::::::] Chert, pelite, terrigenous and calcareous turbidite, 
and mafic volcanic rocks of Golconda allochthon 
ISpeed,1984) 

~;~:.:!;:l Conglomerate !Diablo Formation, Permian) and shale, 
sandstone" limestone, and volcanogenic turbidite 
and breccia ICandelaria Formation, Triassic) 

I ,.. 1 Carbonate rock (Mississippian) 

Chert, argillite, carbonate rock, quartzite, and 
greenstone (Palmetto and Valmy Formations, 
Ordovician. and related rocks in Sierra Nevada). 
Triangles indicate structurally interleaved Devonian 
or Devonian (?) sandy limestone. 

1 '/' ;i'~ ,,} Phyllitic siltstone, very fine grained quartzite, and 
limestone (upper Proterozoic and Lower Cambrian), 
and limestone and chert (Emigrant Formation, 
Middle and Upper Cambrian!. Includes limestone 
and shale in northeastern part of map area that is 
Ordovician in part. 

~ ... Major strike~slip fault. Arrows indicate relative 
movement. Dotted where inferred or concealed. 

_____ Eastern or southeastern limit of Dunlap Formation. 

_____ Eastern or southeastern limit of Mina and Black Dyke 
Formations. 

:::::= Limit of Mississippian carbonate rocks 

.e- B- -e- Eastern limit of Devonian or Devonian (?) sandy 
limestone 

• _.-.-. Facies boundary in Lower Cambrian Harkless 
Formation (after Stewart, 1970) 

-++-+-+ Generalized facies trends in Lower Cam brian Poleta 
Formation (after Moore, 1976 a,b) 

FAULTS OR FAULT ZONES 

BWF, Bettles Well fault 

CFZ, Coaldale fault zone 

EFZ, Excelsior fault zone 

FCFZ, Furnace Creek fault zone 

WMOVFZ, White Mountains·Owens 
Valley fault zone 

LOCALITIES 

A to H, Localities referred to in text 

CH, Candelaria Hills 

CM, Cedar Mountains 

EAM, Eastside mine area 

LC, Lundy Canyon 

LCM, Log Cabin mine roof pendant 

MC, Monte Cristo Range 

MM, Miller Mountain 

MMO, Mount Morrison roof pendant 

MP, Montgomery Pass 

PM, Pilot Mountains 

RH, Royston Hills 

RHS, Rock House Spring 

SA. San Antonio Mountains 

VC. Virginia Canyon 

WS, Willow Spring 

Fig. 2. Map showing distribution of pre-Tertiary rocks in eastern California and western Nevada. Compiled mainly from 
same sources listed in Plate 1 with additions from Speed [1984] and R. A. Schweickert (written co=unication, 1984). 
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and Quaternary alluvium on the south [Gar
side, 1982a, b; St ewart et al., 1982; 
Dohrenwend, 1982a, b] and, in othe r 
places, cuts Quaternary alluvium. East of 
the Excelsior Hountains, it forms the 
northern boundary (Plate 1, location 7) of 
outcrops of Cenozoic volcanic rocks and 
Quaternary and (or) Tertiary gravel depos
its [Garside, 1982 a ; Dohrenwend, 1982a, 
b]. Farther ea st (Plate 1, location 8) it 
cuts Cenozoic sedimentary deposits and 
Quaternary or Tertiary gravels south of 
the Pilot Mountains (J. H. Stewart, unpub
lished field mapping, 1983). In the 
northwest part of the Monte Cristo Range a 
few faults a re included in the Excelsior 
fault zone (Plate 1, location 9), but 
elsewhere in the r a nge the zone cannot be 
traced on the ba sis of surface faults. 

IHthin the Monte Cristo Range, however, 
a diffuse ba nd of Late Cenozoic silicic 
extrusive and shallow intrusive rocks and 
a conspicuous outcrop of basalt and basal
tic andesite (Plate 1, location 10) both 
are elongate east-southeast and are on 
line with the Excelsior fault zone. These 
are here considered to be intrusions and 
flows that wer e erupted along the fault 
zone. Hany individual intrusive masses 
(not separated on Plate 1) within the 
silicic igneous band are also elongated 
eas t-sout he as t, f urt her sug ges ting tha t 
int r usion wa s a long a zone having that 
trend . 

The distribution of seve r al other 
Cenozoic units in the Monte Cristo Range 
is also in accord with a n inferred major 
structural zone that crosses the northern 
part of the range. For example, andesitic 
rocks a re widespread in the southern part 
of the range but generally terminate along 
the inferred Excelsior fault zone. Sedi
mentary rocks, on the other hand, are thin 
in the southern part of the range and 
thicken abruptly across the inferred fault 
zone . Finally, sedimentary rocks in the 
basalt a nd basaltic andesite unit are cut 
in a t least one place by syndepositional 
f aults that appear to be on line with the 
Exc el s ior f ault zone . 

Continua tion of the Excelsio r fault 
zone eas t of the Monte Cri s to Range is 
uncert a in. I pr opose here t ha t i t ext e nd s 
southeas twa rd through the northernmost 
part of t he Lo ne Mount a in a rea and i nto 
t he San Antonio Mountains. Such a contin
ua t i on is c ompatable with t he distribution 
of Paleozoic rocks di scussed below , a nd rt 
is also suggested by continua tion of t he 
band of silicic extrusive and s hallow in-
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trusive rocks from the Mont e Cristo Range 
to the northe rnmost part of the Lone Moun
tain area (PIa te 1, loca tions 11 and 12) 
a nd to the San Antonio Mounta ins (Plate 1, 
location 13) [Bonham a nd Garside, 1979]. 
Dikes of silicic rocks in the Lone Moun
tain area trend east-southeas t near local
ity 11 a nd s outh-southeast near locality 
12 . These trend,s sugge s t that a diffuse 
band of intrusive ro cks is continuous in 
the subsurface from the Monte Cristo Range 
southeastward to the San Antonio Moun
t a ins, a lthough this zone wide ns a nd i s 
poorly defined in the San Antonio Moun
tains. 

If the Excelsior f ault zone trends 
southeastwa rd in the San Antonio Moun
tains, it may continue along this trend 
a nd join a conspic uous zone of southeast 
trending faults and abundant silicic in
trusive and extrusive rocks in the Cactus 
Range [Ekren et al., 1971], 40 km farther 
southeast. If, on the other hand, the 
trend of the Excelsior fault zone in the 
San Antonio Range is more nearly east 
trending, the fault zone could join with 
the l-larm Springs lineament [Ekren et al., 
1976], an east trending feature marked by 
topographic, structural, a nd stratigraphic 
discontinuities in central Nevada. 

The western extent of the Excelsior 
fault zone is also uncertain. The fault 
zone does not appear to c ut Cretaceous 
granitic rocks in the we s tern part of the 
Excelsior Mountains [Stewart et al., 1982 ; 
John, 19 83], but as de scribed below (see 
"Age of offset"), the granitic rocks may 
post date the main movement on the fault 
zone. If so, the Excelsior fault zone may 
have originally extended farther west and 
may be part of a zone of west to west 
northwest faults, linear features ', and 
hydrothermally altered rocks extending 
west from the Excelsior Mountains into 
easternmost California (the Sweetwater 
Houn tains- Garf ield Fla t li neament of Rowa n 
and Purdy [1984]). 

OFFSETS ON FAULT ZONES BASED ON 
DISTRIBUTION OF PROTEROZOIC, PALEOZOIC, 
AND MESOZOIC ROCKS 

The se emingly abrupt change in char
acter of pre- Tertiary rocks across both 
t he Coalda le and Excelsio r faul t zones i s 
suggestive of major s t r i ke- s l i p mo~ement 
t hat has juxtaposed ro cks once more widely 
se parated . The di s t ribut ion of upper Pro
t e rozoic , Paleozoic, and Mesozoic rocks 
sugges t s from 60 to 80 km of righ t - l a teral 
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offset on the Coaldale fault zone and from 
45 to 55 km of right-lateral offset on the 
Excelsior fault zone (Figure 2). 

Estimates of offset on the Coaldale 
fault zone are based on the distribution 
of Ordovician, Devonian, upper Paleozoic, 
and Triassic rocks. A distinctive se
quence of qua rtzofeldspa thic hornfels, 
calc-silicate hornfels, sandy limestone, 
and quartzite in the Log Cabin mine roof 
pendant in the Sierra Nevada region (Kist
ler, 1966] may be offset fran litholog
ically similar rocks on the north side of 
the Coaldale fault zone in Nevada. A 
graptolite in the sequence in the Log 
Cabin mine roof pendant (collected at NW 
1/4, N\~ 1/4, SE 1/4 section 17, T. 1 N., 
R. 26 E.) was examined by R. J. Ross, Jr., 
(written communication, 1979) who states 
that the specimen is definitely a grapto
lite but that it cannot be precisely 
identified because of poor preservation. 
He indicates that it is Early Ordovician 
to Early Devonian in age, but favors a 
Middle to Late Ordovician age. Litholog
ically similar and paleontologically dated 
Ordovician and possibly Silurian rocks 
also occur in the Mountain Morrison roof 
pendant in the Sierra Nevada (Rinehart and 
Ross, 1964; Figure 2]. Rocks associated 
with the possible Ordovician rocks in the 
Log Cabin mine roof pendant are undated, 
but include distinctive sandy limestone 
beds, consisting of fine to coarse sand 
grains in a calcareous matrix. The sandy 
limestone occurs in massive layers from 1 
m to 10 m thick interstratified with fine 
crystalline laminated and cross-stratified 
limestone locally containing slump struc
tures. Cross-stratified calcareous sand
stone (Rinehart and Ross, 1964] in the 
Mount Morrison roof pendant is somewhat 
similar to the sandy limestone in the Log 
Cabin mine roof pendant and may be correl
ative. The sequence in the Log Cabin mine 
roof pendant is remarkably similar to 
paleontologically dated Ordovician grato
li te-bearing phylli tic shales and Devonian 
cross-stratifi ed sandy limestone in the 
Eastside mine (Stewart, 1981b] and Miller 
Mountain area (Stanley et al ., 1977 ; 
Stewart, 1979], suggesting 70 km of offset 
(A to B, Figure 2) on the Coaldale fault 
zone. 

In t he Sierr a Nevada, r egional correla
t i on of r ocks younger t han Or dovician t o 
Devonian(?) sequences described above is 
unce r tain . These younger strata consist 
of a th i ck s uccess ion of Hissis s ippia n(?) 
to Cr e t aceous me t asedi ment ary a nd meta-
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volcanic rocks (Figure 2). Nokleberg 
[1983] has suggested that a major fault 
near the Log Cabin mine roof pendant 
separates these younger rocks fran the 
Ordovician and, as here recogniied, pos
sible Devonian rocks. R. A. Schweickert 
(written communication, 1984), on the 
other hand, suggests that the younger 
rocks unconformably overlie the Ordovician 
and Devonian(?) rocks. If they do indeed 
occur in the same succession as the older 
rocks, they may correlate with or be a 
lateral facies of rocks in Nevada. A unit 
1 km to 2 km thick of quartzofelds pa thic 
siltstone and fine sandstone in Lundy and 
Virginia Canyons,S to 15 km west to 
northwest of the Log Cabin mine area, may 
correlate [Schweickert and Lahren, 1984] 
with the Lower Triassic Candelaria Forma
tion of Candelaria Hills area of western 
Nevada. The Candelaria Formation is also 
recognized near Willow Springs (Figure 2), 
but rocks originally mapped as Candelaria 
Formation near Rock House Spring (Figure 
2) (Ferguson and Muller, 1949; Stewart, 
1984; Stewart et al., 1984] are now 
thought be Mississippian to Lower Triassic 
rocks of the Golconda allochthon (Speed, 
1984b, Figure Ib]. Offset of the Cande
laria Formation in the Candelaria Hills 
from possibly related rocks at Virginia 
and Lundy Canyons is 60 to 80 km. 

Although exact correlations await more 
detailed work, other units in the Hississ
ippian(?) to Cretaceous sequence in the 
Sierra Nevada may correlate with units in 
western Nevada. Schweichert and Lahren 
[1984] suggest a close tie of the rocks in 
the Log Cabin mine- Virginia Canyon-Lundy 
Canyon region with rocks in Nevada north 
of the Coaldale fault zone, a suggestion 
that fits closely with the ideas presented 
here. 

An upper Proterozoic and Cambrian se
quence (Stewart, 1979; Moore, 1976a, b] on 
}liller Hountain north of the Coaldale 
fault zone appearas to be displaced rela
tive to sections south of the fault zone, 
although an estimate of the amount cannot 
be made. The sequence consists of three 
formations (Campi to , Poleta , and Harkless 
Formations) that are widely exposed south 
of the fault. The internal stratigraphy 
of the Poleta Formation [Moore, 1976a] and 
the faunal succession in the Harkless Fo r 
ma tion (C. A. Nel son , i n Stewart [1979]) 
in the Mille r Mountain area are not the 
s~~ as in areas to the south of the f ault 
zone, where the- Campi to, Pol eta, a nd Hark
l ess are fa irly uniform faun al ly a nd stra-
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Fig. 3. Distribution of Upper Oligocene and Lower Miocene ash flow tuffs of 
the Candelaria Hills sequence. After Robinson and Stewart [1984). Symbols: 
CFZ, Coaldale fault zone; EFC, Excelsior fault zone. 

tigraphically. This change in lithic and 
faunal character may mean that the Hiller 
Mountain area is offset relative to rocks 
to the south. An original position far
ther west is inferred, because sequences 
across the fault zone both to the south 
and southeast are in detail unlike those 
a t Hille r Houn tain. 

Similar to the Coaldale fault zone, the 
Excelsior fault zone also marks a seem
ingly abrupt change in the distribution of 
pre-Tertiary rocks. Such change is most 
evident in the region from the Pilot Moun
tains eastward to the southern Cedar Moun
tains and Royston Hills. Here the Permian 
Mina Formation of Speed [1977) occurs 
north of the fault zone whereas the main 
units south of the fault zone are Ordovi
cian chert, argillite, and greenstone, and 
Mississippian carbonate rocks. Apparent 
offset of the Late Mississippian carbonate 
rock is about 45 km (E to H), of the Perm
i a n Mina and Black Dyke Formations of 
Speed [1977) about 50 km (D to G), and of . 
t he Juras s i c a nd Cre tace ou s (?) Dunlap 
Forma tion about 55 km (C to F) (Figure 2) . 

.'. 

AGE OF OF FS ET 

Most of the offset on the Coaldale and 
Excelsior fault zones is clearly older 
than late Oligocene because a sequence of 
upper Oligocene and lower Miocene ash flow 
tuffs [Robinson and Stewart, 1984) occurs 
on both sides of each fault zone (Figure 
3). This sequence contains 17 ash flow 
units, several of which are recognized in 
all the major areas of outcrop of the 
sequence and on both sides of both fault 
zones. Some post-Oligocene and Miocene 
lateral offset of the units is possible, 
perhaps even in a left lateral sense, but 
right lateral offset on the order of that 
suggested by pre-Tertiary rocks (60 to 80 
km on the Coaldale fault zone and 45 to 55 
km on the Excelsior fault zone) is not 
indicated. 

Wetterauer [1977], on the basis of a 
minimum age for folds that he r elated t o 
t he defle ction of pr e-Tert:!,ary trends , 
suggested that the disruption of pre
Te rtiary rocks in wester n Nevada was ol der 
than 69 Ma . This disruption is he re con-
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s ide red to be mos tl y due to rig h t-la teral 
strike-slip faulting along the Coaldale 
and Excelsior faults, but whether the 
folds that Wetterauer [1977] relates to 
the disruption are synchronous with the 
formation of these faults is uncertain. 
Geissman et ale [1984], based on paleo
magnetic data from Cretaceous plutons and 
strata, concluded that Ii ttle, if any, 
clockwise rotation (oroflexural folding) 
of rocks in the Mina region had occurred 
since mid-Cretaceous time, and thus that 
any such rotation must be older than mid
Cretaceous. The model presented here does 
not require oroflexural folding, although 
some is likely. If it did occur, and if 
it is related to the same stresses that 
produced the Coaldale and Excelsior 
faults, a pre-mid-Cretaceous age is estab
lished for these two faults. 

Movement of the faults before mid
Cretaceous is also suggested by the conti
nuity of plutons across the proposed west
ward continuations of the Excelsior and 
Coaldale fault zones. The 104-Ma grano
diorite of Huntoon Valley [John, 1983, 
pluton 120] occurs both north and south of 
the proposed westward continuation of the 
Excelsior fault zone, and major Cretaceous 
plutons (mostly 80 to 95 Ma, John [1983]) 
in the Sierra Nevada do not appear to be 
disrupted by east-west strike-slip faults 
on line with the Coaldale fault zone. 

Permian rocks of markedly different 
facies are juxtaposed aloQg the Excelsior 
fault zone, indicating that most movement 
on that fault zone, and presumably also on 
the related Coaldale fault zone, is young
er than Permian. The Upper Triassic Lun
ing Formation and Pamlico Formation of 
Oldow [1978] and the Dunlap Formation, 
which is dated paleontologically as Early 
Jurassic but which may also contain rocks 
as young as Cretaceous [Speed, 1981], also 
appear to be disrupted by the fault 
zones. Thus faulting may be mainly 
younger than these formations as well. 
Alternatively, but probably less likely, 
these units, particularly the orogenic 
sediments [Ferguson and Huller, 1949] of 
the Dunlap Formation, could be syn- or 
post faulting and r epr esent a pr oduc t of 
the t ectonic activity that produced the 
faults. If the major offset along the 
Coaldale and Excelsior fault zones was 
pre- La t e Trias sic (pr e- Luning), then the 
La te Tr i as sic and younger r ocks in western 
Nevada and eastern Cali for nia could have 
b e en deposited in an eas tward embayment 
( t he Lun i ng Embayment of Ferguson a nd 
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Muller [1949]). However, the apparent 
disruption of the Jurassic and Cretaceous 
(?) Dunlap Formation by the fault zones is 
more easily interpreted to mean that 
faulting was younger than the Dunlap 
Formation, rather than the Dunlap being 
syn- or post faulting. 

In summary, major movement on the Coal
dale and Excelsior fault zones appears to 
be pre-mid-Cretaceous in age because plu
tonic rocks of mid-Cretaceous or younger 
age are not cut by major strike-slip 
faults on line with the fault zones. 
Major movement is probably younger than 
the Early Jurassic to Cretaceous(?) Dunlap 
Formation. Thus major movement most like
ly occurred between Early Jurassic and 
mid-Cretaceous. Possibly the fault zones 
had an older history, and the Jurassic or 
Cretaceous of f se t fo llowed olde r flaws in 
the Proterozoic basement rocks, but the 
sedimentary patterns of Proterozoic and 
Paleozoic rocks do not indicate the pres
ence of such older tectonic features. 
Faults related to the Coaldale and Excel
sior fault zones locally cut Cenozoic 
rocks, indicating a Cenozoic reactivation 
of the older fault systems. 

REGIONAL PAT.TERN OF CENOZOIC FAULTS 

The Coaldale and Excelsior fault zones, 
despite their presumed Hesozoic age, ap
pear to disrupt the l a te Cenozoic fault 
pattern in eastern California and western 
Nevada (Figure 4). The \Vhite Hountain 
fault, the northern continuation of the 
Owens Valley fault, curves eastward and 
joins the Coaldale fault zone. It clearly 
does not extend across that fault zone. 
Farther east, the Furnace Creek fault zone 
which appears to have had about 80 km of 
right-lateral offset in the Death Valley 
region during the Cenozoic [Stewart, 
1983], may have had only 30 to 40 km of 
offset in its northern part [Stewart, 
1970]. Details of faulting near the 
northern end of the Furnace Creek fault 
zone are not clear, but young faults there 
[Albers and Stewart, 1972; Robinson and 
Crowder, 1973] appear to cover a b r oader 
area, fan out to the east, and die out 
before they reach the Coaldale fault zone. 

Between the Co aldale and Excelsior 
fault zoneS, middle and late Cenozoic 
faults are oriented predominantly north
e ast t o almost east. One of t hese faul ts, 
the Ca ndelar ia fault , has been studied i n 
de t ail by Speed and Cog bill [1979] who 
i ndica te l eft- oblique motion on t ha t 
faul t . Such offse t is not cons i s t ent with 
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Nevada. Shaded patterns show, in west, stable block of Sierra Nevada and, in 
east, area of typical north northeast basin-range faults. Unshaded area is 
Walker Lane belt of diverse fault trends. Compiled mainly from same sources 
listed in Figure 2. 

the right-lateral offset proposed here for 
the similarly oriented Coaldale and Excel
sior faults. A possible explanation for 
this apparent inconsistency, is that the 
original movement on these faults was 
right-lateral, but that late Cenozoic 
movement following the same fault breaks 
was left- lateral in response to a dif
ferent stress orientation. The possible 
left- lateral offset of upper Oligocene and 
lower l1iocene tuffs (Figure 3) may have a 
similar expla nation . 

To the north of the Excelsior fault 
zone a system of north- northwest faults, . _ 
the Bettles Ivell and rela ted faults, has a: 
combined right-lateral offset during the 

late Cenozoic of possibly 32 km [Hardyman 
et al., 1975; Ekren et al., 1980). These 
faults die out southward near the Excel
sior fault zone. Several ~aults (Plate 1 
and Figure 4) curve westward as they ap
proach the Excelsior fault zone from the 
north. 

Major movement on northwest trending 
faults such as the Furnace Creek fault 
zone and Bettles \VeIls fault may have 
occured in the late Cenozoic [Hardyman et 
al., 1975; Ekr en et al., 1980; Stewart, 
1983], but presen t information does not 
preclude the possibility of initial move
me nt on these faults during the Hesozoic 
[Al bers, 1967; Buckley, 1974). Thus the 
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Fig. 5. Models of the paleogeographic and tectonic setting of eastern 
California and western Nevada. Line with cross-hatch pattern shows trend of 
sedimentary facies. Heavy lines are faults; arrows show relative movement. 
Large arrows show relative movement of large blocks. Stippled pattern 
indicates relatively unsheared blocks. 

northwest trending faults (or their 
ancestors) may be older than, and offset 
by, the Coaldale and Excelsior right
lateral faults zones. This interpretation 
is supported by the apparent right-lateral 
displacement of the zone of northwest 
trending faults across the Coaldale and 
Excelsior fault zones, from the system 
containing the Furnace Creek fault on the 
south to the system containing the Bettles 
Well fault on the north. In addition, the 
eastward curve of northwest trending 
faults as they approach the Coaldale fault 

zone from the south and westward curve of 
faults as they approach the Excelsior 
fault zone from the north, can be related 
to drag of the older faults system along 
the right-lateral Coaldale and Excelsior 
fault zones. The apparent right-lateral 
offset of the northwest-trending right
lateral system (Furnace Creek and related 
faults) south of the Coaldale fault zone 
to the system (Bettles Well and related 
~~ults) north of the Excelsior fault zone 
is about 60 km, if supposed drag at the 
northern end of the Furnace Creek fault 
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zone is removed, whereas right- lateral 
offset on the Coaldale and Excelsior fault 
zone s based on the distribution of pre
Cenozoic rocks is 105 to 135 km (60 to 80 
km on the Coaldale fault zone and 45 to 55 
0"0 the Excelsior fault zone) . Thus if the 
Coaldale and Excelsior fault zones do in
deed offset older northwest-trendiQg 
faults, then either (1) the northwest 
trendiQg f aults south of the Coaldale 
fault zone were not originally continuous 
wi th those north of the Excelsior fault 
zone, (2) the estimates of right- lateral 
offset based on the distribution of pre
Tertiary rocks are too high, or (3) the 
Furnace Creek fault zone, as well as the 
White Mountain- Owens Valley fault zone, 
must correlate with hidden northwest 
trending faults east of the Bettles Well 
fault, or the Bettles Well and related 
faults must correlate with hidden fault s 
wes t of t he Wh ite Moun tain- Owens Valley 
fault zone . 

I f t he northwe s t t r endi ng faul ts are 
Me sozo i c , t hey mus t have bee n reactivated 
i n late Cenozoic time to account for t he 
obse rved r ight- lateral displacemen t s of .. 
La t e Cenozoi c rocks aloQg these f ault s. -
Such -late Ceno zoic righ t - l a teral movement 

'-

may have distorted the presumably orig
inally linear Excelsior f ault zone into it 
present curviQg trace. 

DISCUSSION 

Several significantly different paleo
geographic and tectonic models have been 
proposed to explain the chaQge in distri
bution patterns and facies trends of Pro
terozoic, Paleozoic, and Mesozoic rocks in 
eastern California and western Nevada. 
Perhaps the simplest model, as noted 
above, is that the continental margin 
originally was irregular (Figure Sa) as a 
result of a complex pattern of Late Pro
terozoic rifting [Oldow, 1982, 1983, 
1984a, b; Oldow and Geissman, 1982; 
Geissman et al . , 1984) . Othe r models 
depend on tectonic distor t ion of orig
inally n early s t r aight facies or distr i 
but i on trends. Albers [1967) proposed 
that the trends were disr upted by large 
scale folding or drag (oroflexural fold
i Qg) i n an area of dextral s hear ( Figure 
5b) , whereas We tteraue r [1977) pr oposed 
t hat the dis to r tion i s due t o crustal
scal e golding produced by c ompression 
(Fig ur e 5c ) . Othe r possibilities are that 
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the distortion is due to tear faults in 
the continental margin (Figure 5d), tear 
faults in a fold and thrust belt (Figure 
5e), or faults resulting from greater 
extension on the south sides of the faults 
than on the north sides (Figure Sf). 
Finally, the distortion may be due to 
oroflexural folding in canbination with 
east-west right-lateral faulting (Figure 
5g) or to a canplex shear sys tern wi th 0 ro
flexural folding a nd right-lateral fault
ing along east-west as well as north to 
northwest trends (Figure 5, 6). 

By themselves, the f a cies patterns of 
pre-Cenozoic rocks in ea stern California 
a nd western Nevada could be interpreted as 
reflecting deposition along an irregularly 
shaped continental margin, but the coinci
dence of the apparent disruption in trends 
of pre-Cenozoic rocks wi th the mapped 
Coaldale and Excelsior fault zones is 
highly suggestive that these facies trends 
were disrupted by faulting and do not re
flect original depositional patterns. 
Oldow [1984b], however, has argued that 
the anomalous facies patterns developed 
along a promontory in the continental 
margin and are not due to oroflexural 
folding. He sites as evidence that fold 
orientations related to the mid-Paleozoic 
Antler orogeny in areas of supposed oro
flexural folding have the same orientation 
as Antler folds outside areas of post
ulated oroflexural folding. Oldow's in
terpretation, however, does not argue 
against the idea presented here because 
much of the proposed distortion may be due 
to dextral faulting rather than to oro
flexural folding. 

The unusual trends of Proterozoic, 
Paleozoic, and Hesozoic rocks, deviating 
significantly from the dominant region 
north- south grain, are restricted to the 
Walker Lane belt (Figure 1) which is 
characterized by right lateral faults and 
oroflexural folding extending from south
ern Nevada to northeastern California 
[Albers, 1967; Stewart et al., 1968] . 
This spatial association suggests that the 
unusual tr ends desc r ibed he r e a r e t he 
result of some kind of t ectonic distortion 
in the Walker Lane bel t as indicated by 
models b , g , and h (Figure 5) . Only 
models g a nd h show the east trending 
faults rec ognized here. I n model g, 
northwest trending faults ( not shown on 
Figure 5g) can be considered to develop 
subseque nt t o t he eas t trendi ng faults and 
to abut against, and terminate at, the 
east trending faults. In model h, the 
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northwest tre nding faults ar e considered 
older than, and are trunca ted by, the east 
trending faults. POSSibly, initial shear 
in the Walker Lane belt developed no rth
west trending right-lateral faults a nd a 
later "kink" in this system produced 
orof1exural folding and ea st trending 
right-lateral faults. This "kink" may 
have resulted from a change in the stress 
regime and structural canplexi ties where 
the shear zone obliquely crossed the 
Paleozoic continental margin. 
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Abstract 

Gold ore at the Dixie Comstock mine, Churchill County, Nevada, is composed of quartz 
breccia, quartz stockwork, incipiently crushed gabbro, and minor fault gouge. The ore zone 
forms a mullion within a range-bounding normal fault, the Dixie Comstock mine fault, which 
originated in the middle Miocene and separates Jurassic gabbro and Tertiary volcanic rocks 
of the Stillwater Range to the west from Quaternary colluvium of Dixie Valley to the east. 
Within the mullion, a potentially bulk mineable resource of several million tons grading 
~O.06 oz of gold per ton has been defined by drilling. 

Within the fault zone, clasts of gabbro in quartz breccia, quartz stockwork gabbro, and 
incipiently crushed gabbro are altered to quartz, sericite, chlorite, montmorillonite, and 
sulfides. Gold occurs as electrum in quartz that cements quartz breccia, in quartz stockwork 
veins with quartz, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and montmorillonite in breccia clasts, and in veins in 
incipiently crushed gabbro. Fluid inclusion microthermometry and stable isotope analyses of 
mineralized quartz matrix and two later stages of quartz and calcite show that ore fluid was 
180°C, near-boiling meteoric water. 

An inverse stratigraphy of thermal spring silica detritus in hanging-wall colluvium, mi
crothermometry and isotopic compositions of fluid inclusion water from quartz breccia, a 
subjacent geothermal reservoir, and radiometric ages of hydrothermal minerals in the fault 
cumulatively support a mid-Pleistocene age for gold mineralization. The lower average dis
placement rate on the Dixie Comstock mine fault that is required by the age and thickness of 
eroded thermal spring sinter and underlying quartz breccia and stockwork, compared to 
higher recent displacement rates along range-bounding faults on the western side of Dixie 
Valley, suggests that the current pattern of temporal clustering of fault displacements began 
by the mid-Pleistocene. 

Introduction 

THE Dixie Comstock gold mine is situated on the east
ern margin of the Stillwater Range, Churchill 
County, Nevada, about no mi east of Reno (Fig. 1). 
The range margin, which separates the Stillwater 
Range to the west from Dixie Valley to the east, is 
sharply curvilinear, locally very steep, and the site of 
several thcrmal springs and sinters associated with 
Pleistocene to historic Basin and Range faulting and 
geothermal resources (Wallace and Whitney, 1984; 
Hudson and Geissman, 1987, 1991; Slemmons and 
Ben, 1987; Waibel, 1987; Wallace, 1987; Bell and 
Katzer, 1990; Parry et aI., 1991). The Basin and 
Range province of the \vestern United States covers 
Nevada and parts of adjacent states and is character
ized by thin crust, elevated heat flow, and active seis-

mic belts in addition to the pattern of north-south
aligned, alternating mountain ranges and valleys 
(Wallace, 1984; Oldow, 1992). 

The mine was discovered in 1934 by panning 
drainages along the Stillwater Range margin. It pro
duced an estimated 4,600 oz of gold from 10,000 
tons of ore during intermittent operation from 1938 
to 1970. Ore grades reportedly ranged from 0.5 to 
3.0 oz Au/ton and small pockcts of> 15 oz Au/ton ore 
were mined; all production took place within 100 ft 
of the present surface (Vanderburg, 1940; W. Wil
son, pers. commun., 1985; D. Hargrove, pers. com
mun., 1986). Mined ore consists of fault breccia of 
the Dixie Comstock mine fault that has been filled in 
and replaced to varying degrees by quartz, hereafter 
referred to as quartz breccia. Recent exploration has 
s}N}_!Vn that most gold is confined to a mullion within 
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FIG. 1. Location map of the Dixie Comstock mine, Churchill 
County, Nevada. 

the Dixie Comstock mine fault. Drilling by ASARCO 
Inc. in 1982 through 1984 defined an inventory of 
1.8 million tons grading 0.058 oz Au/ton in the vicin
ity of old workings. Subsequent drilling of the same 
area by three other exploration companies resulted 
in similar resources. 

This deposit is of geologic interest because of its 
close association with Basin and Range tectonism and 
geothermal activity, and proposed young age. The 
gold resource may be sufficiently voluminous to con
stitute a bulk deposit mineable by open pit. 

Geology of the Mine Area 

The Dixie Comstock mine fault separates footwall 
Jurassic and Tertiary rocks of the Stillwater Range 
from colluvium of Dixie Valley (Fig. 2). Jurassic rocks 
include coarse-grained hornblende gabbro and subor
dinate basalt, anorthosite, and albitite that compose 

. the Humboldt lopolith (Page, 1965; Willden and 
Speed, 1974; Speed, 1976; Bell and Katzer, 1987). 
Along the steep scarp south from the mine is an align
ment of small, irregular apophyses of an altered, 
granitic Cretaceous(?) intrusion (Table 1, sample 
DC89-5A) that contains quartz and pyrite stockwork 
veins in albitized carapaces (Fig. 2). Veins and lenses 
of calcite, barite, iron oxides, and copper sulfides in 
gabbro generally parallel the range margin and are 
associated with a colorful, sublinear array of light 
brown to white alteration zones that cWisist of 
quartz , albite, sericite, kaolinite , and iron oxiJe. Sev-

45-:~: 
Ii\. 

/' i ~\\,. i \. 
I . N 
I 2000 FEET 

FIG. 2. Geologic map of the eastern Stillwater Range margin 
from the Dixie Comstock mine to White Rock Canyon. Dense dot 
patterns mark areas of quartz, albite, sericite and kaolinite:alter-, •.. j 

ation of gabbro. Light dot pattern denotes terrace gravel deposit~ . 
Piedmont faults are interpreted from geophysical data and low
sun-angle photography (Bell e t a!. , 1980). D = down, U = up. 

eral of these alteration zones partially surround the 
granitic intrusion apophyses (Fig. 2) and all are proba
bly r-elated to them. The Late Cretaceous whole-rock 
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TABLE I. Radiometric Ages of Altered Rocks, Albite, and Calcite in the Vicinity of the Dixie Comstock Mine 

Mineral or rock 
Sample no. Location dated %K2O 40 Ar moles/g 40 Ar /,,1:,40 Ar% Age (Ma) Source 

DC89-5A I mi S from Dixie Albite from carapace 0.19 2.64495 X 10-11 4.66 93.2 ± 7.8 la 
Comstock mine of granitic 
portal intrusion 

DC29-193 DDH, -193 ft, Whole rock (altered 1.08 1.1885 X 10-10 62.6 74.9 ± 2.2 2 
Dixie Comstock gabbro) 
mine 

DC29-208.5 DDH, -208.5 ft, Whole rock 6.24 1.354426 X 10-10 65.2 15.0 ± 0.5 la 
Dixie Comstock (sericitized 
mine gabbro) 

DC29-210 DDH, -210 ft, Whole rock 6.43 1.026935 X 10-10 63.0 Il.l ± 0.3 la 
Dixie Comstock (sericitizcd 
mine gabbro) 

DC31-100 .. 5 DDH, -100 .. 5 ft, Whole rock 2.11 4.1378 X 10-11 60.0 13.6 ± 0.4 2 
Dixie Comstock (sericitized 
mine gabbro) 

DC28-285 DDH, -285 ft, Calcite (stage 3) 234Uj'38U = 2.31 ± 1.024 >0.35 Ib 
Dixie Comstock 23"Th/234U = 1.744 ± 0.724 
mine 23"Thj'3'Th = 12.2 ± 4.5 

Sources: la, this paper, KH. McKee, analyst, U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA; Ib, this paper, H.P. Schwarcz, analyst, 
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario; 2, Russell et al. (1989) 

DDH = diamond drill hole 

age for altered gabbro near the Dixie Comstock mine 
(Table 1, sample DC29-193) indicates either several 
intrusive events or resetting by hydrothermal fluids. 

Tertiary rocks, exposed south and north of the 
mine (Fig. 2; Hudson and Geissman, 1987; VanLand
ingham, 1988), consist mainly of ash-flow tuffs inter
bedded with lacustrine sedimentary rocks. These 
rocks occur in downfaulted blocks within and adja
cent to the Humboldt lopolith and are probably late 
Oligocene to early Miocene (Speed, 1976; Hudson 
and Geissman, 1987). Paleomagnetic data and geo
logic mapping around White Rock Canyon (Fig. 2) 
indicate that the Tertiary rocks and underlying gab
bro were rotated 25° counterclockwise during depo
sition of the ash-flow tuffs (Hudson and Geissman, 
1987, 1991). Rotation was largely accomplished by 
right-lateral strike-slip movement on northwest
trending faults, although high-angle faulting also 
took place (Hudson and Geissman, 1987, 1991). The 
rotation did not affect basalts in the Stillwater Range 
that date at 17 to 13 Ma (Nosker, 1981), thus limiting 
the onset of high-angle, normal faulting that controls 
present topography to post-middle Miocene. 

As exposed in mine workings and drill holes, collu
vium of Dixie Valley consists of several tens of feet of 
weakly consolidated fan deposits and lacustrine sedi
ments overlying poorly indurated, tuffaceous sedi
ments (Fig. 3). Fan deposits consist of irregular 
lenses of quartz and feldspar sand, and irregularly ori
ented and sized cobbles of gabbro and subordinate 
Tertiary volcanic rocks. Adjacent to the Dixie Com
stock mine, multisized, partially aligned clasts of min
eralized quartz breccia occur within fan deposits and 

lacustrine and tuffaceous sediments exposed in the 
mine trench (Fig. 3), locally imparting ore grades to 
the sediments. Lacustrine sediments apparently cor
relate with beach gravels recognized in trenches near 
IXL Canyon, 15 mi southwest from the Dixie Com
stock mine. These shoreline sediments were depos
ited by 12-ka pluvial lakes (Mifflin and Wheat, 1979; 
Bell and Katzer, 1990). One mile east of the mine 
colluvium is overlain by an ephemeral playa lake. 

Quartz breccia and silica-rich clasts in trench collu
vium are vertically zoned. Quartz breccia clasts are 
largely confined to fan deposits, lacustrine sedi
ments, and green colluvium (Fig. 3C and D), and 
their abundance decreases downsection. Sparse, ir
regular blocks of chalcedonic silica with pockets of 
clay occur in the underlying green and white tuffs. 
Root and grass casts are present in green tuff and in 
chalcedonic silica clasts in white tuff, both in place 
and on the mine trench dump. This zonation is the 
inverse of silica stratigraphy that would be expected 
in a near-surface hydrothermal system where fossil
bearing sinter consisting ofless dense and porous, un
ordered silica overlies compact quartz veins and re
placement. 

Alternatively, plant cast-sinter may have been de
rived from a younger, cospatial hydrothermal event 
because mine trench. sediments below fan deposits 
are hydrothermally altered. Iron and manganese ox
ides encrust pebble and sand grains oflacustrine sedi
ments, and the fine-grained matrix components of 
green tuff and white tuff (Fig. 3C and D) consist of 
pOli!ly crystalline silica and phases amorphous to X
rays: Alteration of-hanging-wall surface deposits sug-
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FIG. 3. A. Photograph and line drawing of the Dixie Comstock mine fault zone exposed in mine 
workings, with hammer for scale. Top edge of photograph is about 30 ft below the pre mine surface. B. 
Dixie Comstock mine trench created by excavation of approximately 15,000 yd3 of postmineralization, 
hanging-wall colluvial deposits in the 1970s. View is toward the west. Portal (right center) is the 45-ft 
level of the mine. White claim post (arrow, top right center) is on the apex of the quartz breccia. C. North 
wall of the trench showing hanging-wall stratigraphy, with knife for scale. Stratigraphy from top to 
bottom is (1) fan deposits, (2) lacustrine sediments, (3) green colluvium, (4) green tuff, and (5) white tuff. 

gests that hydrothermal circulation in the Dixie Com
stock mine fault zone resumed after partial erosion of 
quartz breccia, approximately coinciding with deposi
tion of lacustrine sediments. A geothermal explora
tion well (DF 45-14), collared 2,500 ft southeast 
from the Dixie Comstock mine (Fig. 2)~~ncountcred 

up to 270°F water 5,400 ft below the surface (Bell ell 
al., 1980). In 1983, eHIuent from a pressure draiil 
was depositing sulfide-rich precipitate that contained . 
27 ppb Au, 1.2 ppm Ag, 126 ppm As, and 58 ppm 
Hg. Cuttings of colluvium and volcanic rocks from 
the hole also contain anomalous concentrations of 
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FIG. 3. D. Sketch of the north wall of the mine trench . All colluvial deposits contain angular clasts of 
quartz brecda or chalcedonic silica. A 0.5- to I -ft-thick layer of quartz breccia cobbles lies on the 
lacustrine sediments. (1) Fan deposits-weakl)' indurated, partly sorted and bedded, he te rolithic cob
bles, sand and silt, dipping several degrees east. (2) Lacustrine sediments-weakly indurated pebbles, 
coarse sand and silt; heterolithic but largely gabbro clasts; finely laminated beds, abundant crossbedding; 
1 to 5 percent FeO, + MnO, encrust clasts and grains. (3) Green colluvium-infrequent , unsorted, 
angular cobbles of quartz breccia in an olive-green to brown silty matrix, composed mainly of commi
nuted gabbro detritus. (4) Green tuff-infrequent, unsorted angular cobbles of quartz breccia and chal
cedonic silica in a light green silt and clay matrix with local zones of plant fragments and roots replaced by 
friable microcrystalline silica. (5) White tuff-rare unsorted angular and irregularly shaped blocks of 
chalcedonic silica containing plant fragment casts in a light green to white clay matrix. 

these elements, Well temperatures, precipitate, cut
tings, and altered colluvium provide evidence that 
metal-bearing hydrothermal fluids have been inter
mittently present in the Dixie Comstock mine fault 
zone during the Quaternary. 

The age of tuffaceous sediments in the mine 
trench, although greater than 12 ka (Chadwick et a!., 
1984; Bell and Katzer, 1990), is problematic. Con
formable deposition of all prefan trench sediments 
suggests that the tuffs are late Holocene, but no 
Quaternary volcanic deposits are known in the area. 
Exotic tephras, reworked and thickened in the late 
Holocene pluvial climate (Miffiin and Wheat, 1979), 
are a possible source. 

Dixie Comstock Mine Fault Zone 

The portion of the Dixie Comstock mine fault zone 
which contains gold is up to 250 (76 m) ft thick, 
strikes north-south to N 10° E, and dips 40° to 45° 
east. It is exposed in mine workings and drainages 
north and south of the mine. Contiguous ore-grade 
gold within the fault zone forms a mullion that mea
sures approximately 900 ft long (down-rake) by 300 
ft wide by 20 to 90 ft thick and plunges 20° to 40° 
northeast. The apex of the mullion occurs in the mine 
workings where upper parts of it were locally stoped 
(Fig. 3B). The fault zone is composed of subparallel 
zones of gouge, matrix-supported quartz breccia and 
quartz stockwork, and along the footwall contact, in
cipiently crushed gabbro (Fig. 4). It may be slightly 

offset by steeper piedmont faults that parallel the 
Stillwater Range margin (Fig. 2). 

In diamond drill core, unoxidized gouge is gray to 
green in color, foliated parallel to contacts and com
posed of silt to clay-sized montmorillonite, sericite, 
kaolinite, feldspar, and minor pyrite. It occurs mainly 
along or near the hanging-wall contact and is essen
tially pulverized, altered gabbro . Gouge and crushed 
hanging-wall gabbro are included together in Fig
ure 4. 

Based on examination of drill core and mine work
ings, fragments in matrix-supported quartz breccia 
vary from angular to rounded gabbro with preserved 
texture to gabbro replaced by up to 100 percent 
quartz, minor pyrite, and other sulfides. The clasts 
are as much as several ft in maximum dimension but 
average several inches. Matrix makes up 50 to 75 
percent of the breccia and consists of several genera
tions of fine-grained to microcrystalline quartz, <1 
percent pyrite, minor silicates, and vug-filling cal
cite, Much of the gold, especially that grading >0.2 
oz Au/ton, occurs in quartz breccia. With increasing 
depth into the footwall, the matrix to clast ratio de
creases and quartz breccia grades into stockwork. 

Examination of quartz breccia in an ore stock pile 
and on the trench dump reveals several other tex
tures. Some matrix consists of massive to finely 
banded white or mottled white-gray (from fine
grained pyrite) microcrystalline quartz that may be 
silicified sediment. Thin (s l mm) concentric layers 
of s~iclear to dark gray quartz enclose clasts in 
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gold intercepts in drill holes. Isotherms and proposed paleosurface are based on fluid inclusion microther
mometry of diamond drill core and underground samples. Abbreviations: cpy = chalcopyrite, dissm = 

disseminated, frac = fracture, mo = molybdenite, py = pyrite. 

some samples. Small clasts in other samples are well 
rounded and moderately well sorted. Irregular, thin 
crusts of opaline silica cover some quartz breccia sur
faces. 

Most quartz breccia is dense, extremely hard, and 
only occasionally vuggy. Triangular spurs along the 
Stillwater scarp north and south of the mine are cov
ered by several tens of feet of quartz breccia and owe 
their preservation to the resistant quartz-rich matrix 
(Fig. 2). 

Light green, soft, incipiently crushed gabbro lies 
along the footwall contact. It is up to 225 ft thick and 
in cored drill holes is in sharp contact with uncrushed 
footwall gabbro to the west and at depth. Incipiently 
crushed gabbro locally attains ore grade and makes 
up over 50 percent of the gold inventory. It consists 
of disaggregated anorthite and pyroxene grains 
loosely lithified by irregular «1/8 in; <0.32 cm) 
seams of chlorite, minor montmorillonite, ami, seri-

'-

cite, essentially forming a weakly compacted breccia, 
with a low matrix to clast ratio. The seams are ran
domly oriented and their abundance varies with no 
discernible pattern. Other minerals present are cal
cite, quartz in thin «0.5 in) veins, titanium oxides, 
magnetite, coarse-grained pyrite, and molybdenite. 
Vuggy calcite veins up to 5 in wide cut crushed 
gabbro. 

Gabbro beneath incipiently crushed gabbro con
sists of several igneous phases: (a) coarse-grained hyp
idiomorphic-granular anorthite and pyroxene, (b) ho
locrystalline, intergranular basalt intrusive into (a), 
and (c) segregations of zoned, automorphic feldspar 
crystals. Pyroxene is partially altered to chlorite; and 
0.5 to 1.0 percent coarse-grained, disseminated py
rite is invariably present. 

Gold (in electrum) occurs as discrete grains in 
quartz that cements matrix-supported breccia, and 
with quartz, pyrite, and chalcopyrite in breccia frag-
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ments (Fig. 5) . Lesser amounts of gold occur inter
mittently in incipiently crushed gabbro and locally 
attain grades exceeding 0.1 oz/ton , even where no 
silica is present. Assays suggest that minor amounts of 
electrum are also entrained in gouge. Late vuggy and 
vein calcite contains no electrum or sulfides. 

Heavy mineral concentrates from two 5-ft drill in
tervals in incipiently crushed gabbro that grade 
>0.05 oz/ton gold consist predominantly of dissemi
nated and narrow-vein pyrite that is unassociated 
with silica. These intervals are 90 to 125 ft below the 
quartz breccia that constitutes the higher grade por
tion of the gold inventory. Gold in the concentrates 
occurs as discrete grains of electrum and in electrum
chalcopyrite intergrowths, similar to the gold occur
rences within the overlying quartz breccia (Fig. 5). 

Several other sulfides occur sparingly in the de
posit. Molybdenite coats fractures and is dissemi
nated in gabbro in deeper parts of core holes. Dissem
inated molybdenite and pyrite in gabbro may be con
siderably older than other hydrothermal phases. 
Cinnabar thinly encrusts fracture surfaces of some 
underground quartz breccia samples and occurs as 
local concentrations in clasts within tuffaceous sedi
ments on the trench dump. Sulfides in all three com
ponents of the fault zone are largely unoxidized, and 
iron oxides occur only within several tens of feet of 
the surface. 

Within quartz breccia and stockwork in drill core 
are local zones of sericitized gabbro that have not 
been completely brecciated and replaced by quartz. 
Sericite from several of these zones has K-Ar ages of 
15.0, 11.1, and 13.6 Ma (Table 1, samples DC-29-
208.5, DC-29-210, and DC-31-100.5) . Fluid inclu
sion homogenization temperatures and fault displace
ment rate data presented later indicate that sericite 

I ' 

fINCH 

D.D.H. COMPOSITE 

FIG. 6. .Schematic depiction of the three stages of matrix hydro
the rmal miherals and relict gabbro clasts, compiled from examina
tion of diamond drill core. 

predates quartz breccia and gold mineralization . Ser
icite ages apparently record early hydrothermal fluid 
circulation in the Dixie Comstock mine fault and sup
port a post-middle Miocene age for initial Basin and 
Range faulting in this area. The age of gold mineral
ization is interpreted to be Pleistocene based on 
thickness of cover and erosion rates that are dis
cussed in following sections. 

Paragenesis 

Three stages of hydrothermal mineralization are 
recognized in quartz breccia from drill core (Fig. 6). 
Quartz that replaced gabbro clasts contains electrum, 
pyrite, and minor chalcopyrite, all of which coexist 
with chlorite, montmorillonite, and iron oxides. 
Based on common minerals, this relict clast assem
blage is apparently coeval with the earliest matrix, 
stage 1, :Which consists of cloudy quartz, electrum, 
pyrite, rai;e chalcopyrite, and clay minerals. Total 
sulfide in clasts approaches 5 vol percent whereas 
early matrix sulfide rarely exceeds 1 vol percent. 
Correspondingly, electrum is several times more 
abundant in replaced clasts, suggesting that alter
ation of pyroxene and feldspar locally controlled gold 
deposition'. Electrum in cloudy quartz of the matrix is 
also appreciably more abundant in clay aggregates . 
Stage 1 electrum contains 55 to 61 mole percent 
silvedTable 2, samples DC-83-1 and DC-29-214.4). 
Electrum from ' narrow sulfide veins in incipiently 
crusted gabbro contains 52 to 56 mole percent silver 
(Table 2, samples DC-29-348-353 and DC-28-345-
350) and probably correlates with the stage 1 assem
blage in qilartz breccia. 

FIG. 5. Microphotograph of electrum (light, reflective inclu
sions) in chalcopyrite in an underground sample from the Dixie 
Comstock mine. Electrum in this sample consists of -53 wt per
cent Au and 47 wt percent Ag. Width offrame is approximately 0.6 
lnm. 

The se~ond stage of mineralization consists of 
~'1lear, euhedral , locally vuggy quartz, that was depos-

- - - -- -- --- --~ --- - - - - -_. - -- - - - -----------
- -
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TABLE 2. Compositions (wt %) or Electrum in Ore-Grade Samples rrom the Dixie Comstock Mine 

No. or 
Sample no. analyses Au Ag S Sum NC

' Ag 

DC83-1a 3 54.45 46.79 0.21 101.45 61.1 
DC83-1b 2 52.20 47.50 0.25 99 .95 62.4 
DC29-214.4a 2 58.82 39.22 0.18 98 .22 54.9 
DC29-214.4b 2 58.50 39.14 0.05 99.27 55.0 
DC29-348-353 1 56.58 39.86 0.22 96 .66 56.3 
DC28-345-350 2 62 .93 37.26 0.20 100.39 51.9 

Determined by electron microprobe; N~~ is mole percent silver in electrum. 

ited over electrum + sulfide matrix, cloudy quartz 
(stage 1). The contact between early matrix cloudy 
quartz (stage 1) and later matrix clear quartz (stage 2) 
is sharp. The youngest matrix mineral and third stage 
of mineralization is coarse-grained calcite that fills 
vugs in clear quartz (stage 2) or occurs as veins cut
ting all earlier assemblages. 

Fluid Inclusion Homogenization Temperature Data 

Coarse-grained hydrothermal minerals in the Dixie 
Comstock mine fault zone are uncommon. Only lim
ited microthermometric measurements were made 
on fluid inclusions in quartz and calcite from nine 
drill core, drill cuttings, and underground samples. 
Some fluid inclusion data were also collected from 
barite and calcite veins up to 0.25 mi southwest of 
the mine. 

Fluid inclusions from which data were collected 
are thought to be primary because they mostly occur 
isolated in crystal growth zones. Inclusions in all sam
ples are liquid rich and contain no daughter minerals . 
Inclusions in clear quartz overgrowths (the second 
stage of mineralization) in several mine samples con
tain no vapor phase and are assumed to be entirely 
liquid. Inclusion size never exceeds 10 /tm, and col
lection of accurate salinity data by freezing inclusions 
proved infeasible. Low homogenization tempera
tures and predominance of meteoric water (see later 
section) in inclusions suggest low fluid salinities. An 
average of 30 determinations was used to define each 
of the temperature modes cited below, which differ 
by no more than several degrees from median Th. Ex
amples of fluid inclusion micro thermometric data are 
shown in Figure 7. 

Inclusions in stage 1 cloudy quartz intergrown with 
pyrite, chalcopyrite, and electrum gave Th modes of 
175° to 185°C. Inclusions in several stage 1 quartz 
samples homogenized over a wide temperature 
range, displaying no clear mode (Fig. 7). Inclusions in 
stage 2 clear quartz homogenized at modal tempera
tures ranging from 170° to 210°C, although single
phase (liquid) inclusions observed in quartz of this 
stage undoubtedly formed' at lower temperatures. In
clusions in stage .2 clear quartz usually displiyed a 
much larger T h range than mineralized stage 1 cloudy 

quartz, and some inclusions homogenized at tempera
tures greater than 250°C. Inclusions in three stage 3 
calcite samples homogenized to liquid, giving modes 
of 165° , 172°, and 176°C. 

A sample of vein calcite 0 .25 mi southwest of the 
mine gave a fluid inclusion homogenization tempera
ture mode of 158°C. A sample of vein barite from the 
same location gave no clear temperature mode, hav
ing a Th range of 140° to 200°C. 

Quartz that replaced gabbro clasts cannot be 
clearly related in time to electrum precipitation , al 
though quartz, electrum, sulfides, and clay minerals 
appear to be texturally coeval. Electrum in early ma
trix cloudy quartz (stage 1) is unequivocally a co pre
cipitant, and isotherms in Figure 4 record tempera
ture distribution of this paragenetic stage. However, 
temperatures at which stage 2 clear quartz and stage 
3 calcite were deposited are nearly indistinguishable 
from those of electrum-bearing, stage 1 quartz. 

Therefore, most, if not all, electrum in quartz brec
cia was deposited at 175° to 180°C. Electrum in in
cipiently crushed gabbro may have precipitated at 
different temperatures, but those electrum composi-
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FIG. 7. Examples of fluid inclusion homogenization tempera
ture histograms for the Dixie Comstock mine stage 1 quartz and 
stage 3 calcite (see Fig. 6) . Data were derived from diamond drill 
core and underground samples. Several other samples displayed 
homogenization temperature variability similar to that of sample 
DC83-6 . 
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tions (Table 2) and mineral associations are very simi
lar to quartz breccia electrum. The position of the 
100°C isotherm in Figure 4 is consistent with the 
preponderance of single-phase inclusions in deeper 
samples and presumed temperature buffering by 
water-saturated colluvium above the quartz breccia. 
It appears that higher fluid temperatures were 
largely confined to quartz breccia and stockwork and 
that heat was convected by fluid toward the surface, 
primarily in the Dixie Comstock mine fault zone. 

Although little evidence for boiling was observed 
in drill hole samples, inclusions in quartz from sur
face mine workings trapped boiling fluids, as evi
denced by a few coeval vapor- and liquid-rich 
inclusions, at slightly lower temperatures (160°-
170+°C) . Large homogenization temperature vari
ability in several stage 1 samples also supports vapor
liquid separation during entrapment (Fig. 7). It is as
sumed that the drill hole inclusions were formed 
within a few degrees of boiling at 180°C and no pres
sure corrections have been applied to homogeniza
tion temperatures . According to pure water phase 
separation curves (Haas, 1971), fluids in quartz brec
cia in drill holes DC-31 and DC-29 circulated about 
330 ft (100 m) below the surface (Fig. 4). If eroded 
sinter clasts are coeval with quartz breccia, then the 
paleosurface and water table were essentially co
planar and the thickness of eroded sinter, quartz 
breccia, and quartz stockwork is ~330 ft (Fig. 4). 

The fine grain size and fluid inclusion homogeniza
tion temperatures of ~ 180°C suggest that hydrother
mal quartz of the quartz breccia may have originally 

been deposited as chalcedony or amorphous silica. 
The solubility of silica in geothermal systems below 
180° is usually controlled by chalcedony (Fournier, 
1985). Subsequent recrystallization of chalcedony or 
coalescing grain growth may have produced the ob
served quartz breccia matrix textures and may have 
modified primary fluid inclusions. Recognition of a 
chalcedonic precursor according to the criteria of 
Sander and Black (1988) is not clear in the fluid inclu
sion samples examined, but it remains possible that 
homogenization temperature modes are recording 
the chalcedony-quartz transition and that higher sil
ica depositional temperatures have been overlooked. 

Light Stable Isotope Data 

Deuterium and oxygen isotope abundances in fluid 
inclusions were obtained from four stage 1 cloudy 
quartz and two stage 3 calcite drill core samples (Ta
ble 3) for which homogenization temperatures had 
been determined or could be closely estimated. The 
oDH2o values range from - 106 to -123 per mil , and 
calculated 0lBOH20 values range from - 6.7 to - 14.3 
per mil. Water in calcite is most depleted in deute
rium and, in one sample, most enriched in IBO . Ana
lytic precision for hydrogen is ±5 per mil and for oxy
gen, ±0.5 per mil. 

Isotopic compositions of deep geothermal well 
waters in Dixie Valley, oD = ~-101 to -126 per mil 
and OIBO = ~-10 . 6 to - 14.8 per mil (Ingraham, 
1982, appendix A), encompass Dixie Comstock mine 
quartz fluid oD and OIBO values, although Dixie Com
stock mine quartz fluid oD values are generally 5 to 

TABLE 3. Light Stable Isotope Data for Fluid Inclusion Water in Quartz and Calcite, and for Pyrite Sulfur 
from Drill Holes at the Dixie Comstock Mine 

Depth below oDH 0 0180 quartz,calcite 0'80 2 

Sample no. the surface (ft) Mineral T' (0C) (%0) (%0) (%0) 

DC29-214.4 -214.4 ft Quartz e180 -106 +0.8 -12.1 
DC31-122 - 122 ft Quartz 179 - 112 - 1.6 - 14.5 
DC31-127A -127ft Quartz 175 -108 - 0.4 - 13.6 
DC31-127B -127 ft Quartz 175 -108 +0.1 - 13.1 
DC28-273 -273 ft Calcite e176 - 116 +4 .2 -6.7 
DC31-167.5 - 167.5ft Calcite 176 -123 - 3.4 - 14.3 

Sample no. Depth below the surface (ft) Mineral 03'S (%0) 

DC28-228 .5-231.5 -228.5 to -231.5 Pyrite - 7.5 
DC28-253-258 -253 to 258 ft Pyrite - 6.7 
DC28-458-463 -458 to 463 ft Pyrite - 3.5 
DC29-188-193.5 - 188 to 193.5 It Pyrite -7.2 
DC29-524-529 -524 to 529 ft Pyrite - 3.0 
DC31-201.5-204 -201.5 to 204 ft Pyrite +3.9 

Analyses done by Geochron Laboratories (Cambridge, MA); e = estimated from fluid inclusion homogenization temperatures where no 
clear mode is present 

I Determined from fluid inclusion homogenization 
2 Calculated using the equation: 103 1na = 3.34 (10-6 T-2

) - 3.31 for quartz-water (Matsu hisa et a\. , 1979) and 103 Ina = 2.78 (10-6 

T-2
) - 2.89 for calcite-water (Friedman and O'Neil, 1977), extrapolated to lower temperatures indicated by fluid inclusion homogeniza-
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FIG. 8 . Isotopic composition of stage 1 cloudy quartz fluid from 
diamond drill hole samples at the Dixie Comstock mine and deep 
geothermal wate rs in Dixie Valley. Nevada oil fi eld water analy.ses 
provided by R.L. Jacobson (Unive rsity of Nevada. Desert Research 
Institute) on water samples collected by the author and fi eld opera
tors. 

10 per mil higher (Fig. 8). Quartz fluids and one cal
cite fluid composition are displaced up to several per 
mil from a local meteoric water line (determined by 
Ingraham, 1982) by water-rock oxygen exchange. 
Much greater exchange is indicated by a second cal
cite fluid isotopic composition (Fig. 8). Isotope com
positional similarities show that quartz breccia me
teoric water and, in part , late calcite meteoric water 
resemble modern deep geothermal water in Dixie 
Valley and that Dixie Comstock mine hydrothermal 
phases were deposited from nearly unexchanged me
teoric water (Fig. 8). 

The 034S values determined for six pyrite drill core 
samples range from -7.5 to +3.9 per mil (Table 3) . 
Analyzed pyrites were derived from stage 1 quartz 
breccia matrix and from incipiently crushed gabbro. 
Five values are between -3.0 and -7.5 per mil, possi
bly reflecting igneous sulfur that has been isotopi
cally depleted under low pH and/or high /02 fluid 
conditions that favor dissolved sulfate. It is also possi
ble that several generations of pyrite were analyzed. 
The variations in sulfur isotope compositions of py
rite bear no discernable spatial relation to the Dixie 
Comstock mine fault nor to quartz breccia para
genesis. 

The isotopic compositions of water and sulfur in 
the Dixie Comstock mine yield no definitive genetic 
information. Meteoric waters are known to circulate 
to many thousands of feet below the surface in Great 
Basin geothermal fi~lds (Ingral~am, 1982; Jacobson 
et aI., 1983) and 011 fie lds (Fig. 8). Furmermore, 

hundreds of feet of water-saturated colluvium in 
Dixie Valley provide an immense fluid reservoir and 
nearly unlimited access to hydrothermal components 
for shallow mineralization . 

Faulting History 

Three epochs of faulting are recognized along the 
eastern margin of the Stillwater Range from White 
Rock Canyon to south of the Dixie Comstock mine: 
Oligocene-Miocene, middle Miocene, and Quater
nary . 

Late Oligocene-early Miocene rotational faulting, 
identified from paleomagnetic and fault-slip data on 
ash-flow tuffs and lacustrine rocks dated at 32 to 22 
Ma, was concurrent with deposition of the ash-flow 
tuffs (Hudson and Geissman, 1987). Rotational faults 
are thought to predate 17 to 13 Ma basalts in the 
Stillwater Range that are relatively undefonned and 
flat lying. 

Oligocene-Miocene volcanic rocks are also dis
placed by normal faults that dip 35° to 60° east. 
These faults were active during the second epoch, 
which includes the Dixie Comstock mine fault. They 
were active by the middle Miocene (Fig. 2), since 
sericitized gabbro samples in the Dixie Comstock 
mine fault have K-Ar ages that range from 15.0 to 
11.1 Ma (Table 1). In the area of Figure 2, the Dixie 
Comstock mine fault consists of several curvilinear 
segments , 0.5 to 2 mi long, which separate Mesozoic 
from Tertiary rocks, Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks 
from colluvium of Dixie Valley, and older terrace 
gravel deposits from colluvium. Based on geothermal 
well logs (Bell et aI., 1980), middle Miocene-initiated 
faults cumulatively displaced Mesozoic and Tertiary 
rocks of the Stillwater Range for thousands of fee t 
(Fig. 9) and created an ancestral Dixie Valley. 

Pleistocene-Holocene normal faults , the third 
epoch, are largely parallel to or coplanar with middle 
Miocene faults along the present range margin. In the 
Dixie Comstock mine, they manifest as hanging-wall 
gouge and crushed gabbro above quartz breccia and 
may include the quartz breccia also. North and south 
of the mine Quaternary faults displace fan deposits as 
well as Tertiary volcanic rocks from colluvium of 
Dixie Valley (Fig. 2) and are thought to be as young 
as 10,000 yr (Wallace and Whitney, 1984). At the 
Dixie Comstock mine, clasts of quartz breccia and 
chalcedonic silica occur in hanging-wall Holocene 
colluvial deposits (Fig. 3), providing evidence that 
the quartz breccia was exposed by Quaternary fault 
displacements. 

Piedmont faults , recognized from geophysical data 
and low-sun-angle photography, are also considered 
to have originated in the Quaternary, based on scarp 
examination near !XL Canyon, 15 mi southwest of 
the Dixie Comstock mine (Bell and Katzer, 1987, 
19~0) . Movement on piedmont faults there has both 
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FIG. 9. Northwest-southeast section through the Dixie Comstock mine and geothermal well DF 45-
14 showing projected structure and stratigraphy. Anomalous Au, Sb, As, and Hg in intercalated colluvium 
and volcanic rocks suggests intermittent Quaternary hydrothermal activity. 

alternated and coincided with range-bounding fault 
displacement during the Holocene. In the vicinity of 
the Dixie Comstock mine, piedmont faults are 
hundreds to thousands of feet east of the range mar
gin (Fig, 2) and may downdrop quartz breccia and 
Tertiary volcanic rocks to the east (Figs, 2 and 9). 
Their dip would, therefore, exceed 45°, 

Some constraints on the age of quartz breccia gold 
mineralization can be derived from extrapolation of 
current fault displacement rates and from the amount 
of eroded premineralization cover. Two assumptions 
must be made: 

1. Quartz breccia is not displaced relative to foot
wall gabbro, thus providing a footwall datum. Be
cause Holocene postmineralization gouge and 
crushed gabbro within the fault zone are along the 
hanging-wall contact above the quartz breccia, this 
requirement is apparently satisfied, although cumu
lative postmineralization movement within incipi
ently crushed gabbro in the footwall beneath quartz 
breccia could be appreciable. If quartz breccia did 

not remain fused to footwall gabbro, the estimated 
age is minimum. 

2. The thickness of cover at the time of mineraliza
tion can be accurately determined from quartz brec
cia fluid inclusion data. The depositional tempera
ture of Dixie Comstock mine quartz breccia is approx
imately 180°C, giving a minimum thickness of 
premineralization cover of about 330 ft (100 m). Rela
tively shallow cover during and limited erosion after 
mineralization are supported by sinter clasts in hang
ing-wall colluvium. 

Quaternary fault displacement timing and rates in 
Dixie Valley of -0,.3 to 0.,5 mm/yr (Wallace and 
Whitney, 1984; Okaya and Thompson, 1985; Bell 
and Katzer, 1990) correlate with accelerated exten
sion (Thompson and Burke, 1973) and suggest that 
most displacement along the eastern Stillwater Range 
margin has taken place during the last few million 
years. At an average Holocene displacement rate of 
0.4 mm/yr, approximately 0.25 Ma of upiift (and ero
siol'll}, are required for the present level of quartz 
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breccia exposure. This relatively young age for 
quartz breccia gold mineralization is supported by 
the similarity in isotopic compositions of Dixie Com
stock mine quartz fluid and modern deep geothermal 
waters from Dixie Valley (Fig. 8) as well as by collu
vial stratigraphy. 

A uranium-thorium age of >0 .35 Ma, determined 
for stage 3 calcite from drill core (Table 1), suggests a 
mineralization age somewhat older than that esti
mated from present fault displacement rates. Thus, 
erosion of estimated postmineralization cover (~330 
ft; 100 m) may have begun by the middle Pleisto
cene. Although one calcite radiometric age is not nec
essarily definitive and fluid inclusion temperatures 
are somewhat imprecise, both data imply intermit
tently lowe r average fault displacement rates in the 
Pleistocene. If gold mineralization is as old as 0.5 Ma, 
approximately 660 ft of postmineralization cover 
would have been removed at present fault displace
ment rates, requiring significantly higher deposi
tional temperatures (up to 210°e) than measured. 
Therefore, "seismic gaps," "displacement grouping" 
(Wallace and Whitney, 1984; Wallace, 1987), or 
temporal clustering of displacement along Dixie Val
ley range margin faults may be as old as middle Pleis
tocene. 

Conclusions 

Age, temperature, and stratigraphic data obtained 
from hydrothermal minerals deposited in the Dixie 
Comstock mine fault, which separates the Stillwater 
Range from Dixie Valley, indicate that: (1) displace
ment along this range-bounding fault began at least 
by the middle Miocene, (2) of the several hydrother
mal events which utilized the fault, a mid-Pleistocene 
event deposited potentially bulk mineable gold in a 
mullion, (3) gold mineralization took place at 
~180°C beneath ~330 ft (~100 m) of cover, (4) 
gold and associated quartz, sulfides, silicates, and cal
cite were precipitated from heated ground water, 
and (5) the present pattern of spatial and temporal 
clustering of fault displacements in Dixie Valley is 
apparently mid-Pleistocene or older. 
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NING AND CHRONOLOGY OF HYDROTHERMAL EVENTS IN THE HUMBOLDT RANGE. 
ING COUNTY. NEVADA 

ASARCO Inc., Reno, NV 89502 

u.s. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA 94025 

. The Humboldt Range, an elongate north-south horst in 
the west-central Great Basin of Nevada (fig. 1), abounds in 
a variety of hydrothermal mineral deposits (Johnson, 
1977). The distribution of metal mines and prospects dis

, plays a spatial relation to both intrusive rocks and older 
stratigraphy . K -Ar dates for hydrothermal phases reported 
here indicate that most if not all deposits were formed dur
ing several Cretaceous intrusive events . 

The Humboldt Range consists mainly of Triassic rocks 
(fig. 2) . Lower Triassic volcanic rocks of the Koipato Group 
are overlain by limestones of the Star Peak Group which in 
turn are overlain by phyllite, partly Jurassic in age, of the 
Auld Lang Syne Group (Silberling and Wallace, 1967; 

. Wallace and others, 1969a, 1969b) . These lower Meso
zoic strata are intruded by granitic rocks. The largest intru

, the Rocky Canyon stock, has been dated by K-Ar 
'.methods at 71.4 ± 3.0 ,m .y. by Silberman and others 
,. (1973). Numerous other dikes and apophyses of coarse

grained granitic rocks, along with magnetic data, suggest 
that granitic intrusions underlie the entire central part of the 

. The suspected position of buried Cretaceous int~u
ions is outlined on figure 3. 
The distribution of ore deposits shows that tungsten, 

gold, silver, antimony, and mercury are concentrically con
centrated around the Rocky Canyon stock and intrusive 

,subcrop (fig. 3). Tungsten occurrences are somewhat scat
tered relative to coarse-grained intrusions, but the largest 
deposit borders the Rocky Canyon stock . With local excep
tions, gold, silver, antimony, and mercury· deposits are an 

:' nularly distributed around the subsurface intrusive center 
with mercury occurrences distal. Gold and silver deposits 
occur in overlapping zones while antimony and mercury 
display a more regular circumferential relationship. 

Stratigraphic control on both the type and size of metal 
deposit is evident when metal production is ranked against 
stratigraphy (fig. 4). The bulk of gold mineralization occurs 
in rhyolite and greenstone of the Lower Triassic Koipato 
Group. The large silver deposits are in rhyolites of the 
Koipato Group as well as in overlying limestones of the Star 
Peak Group . Antimony and mercury mines are found in 
rocks of various age, but are most abundant in carbonate 
and clastic rocks that are Yol!nger than the Star Peak 
Group . The relationship of metals to stratigraphy is 
reflected in the antiformal structure of the Humboldt 
Range. The uplifted core of the range, thought to consist 
largely of Cretaceous intrusions, is generally surrounded by 
strata that are progressively younger to the north, east, 
and south. Superpositioning stratigraphy (fig. 2) with metal 
distribution (fig . 3) largely explains the association of 
deposit type, size, and stratigraphy as seen on figure 4. 

The timing of metal zonation has been established by 
radiometric dating of hydrothermal phases. The locat ion of 
samples dated by K-Ar methods and the analytical data are 
listed in the Sample Descriptions sect ion. 

Age determination was done in the laboratories of the 
U.S. Geological Survey . Menlo Park, Calif., using standard 
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isotope-dilution procedures as described by Dalrymple and 
Lanphere (1969) . The analyses were performed on pure 
mineral concentrates (98 % purity by grain count) pre
pared by heavy liquid, magnetic, electrostatic, and hand
picking procedures. Potassium analyses were performed 
by lithium metaborate flux fusion -flame photometry tech 
niques, the lithium serving as an internal standard 
(Ingamells, 1970). Argon analyses were performed using a 
60-sector, 15.2 cm-radius, Nier-type mass spectrometer 
or on a five-collector mass spectrometer (Stacey and 
others, 1981) . 

The precision of the data, shown as the ± value, is the 
estimated analytical uncertainty at one standard de
viation (a). It represents uncertainty in the measurement 
of radiogenic 4°Ar and K 2 0 in the sampl.e and is based on 
experience with replicated analyses in the Menlo Park 
laboratories. The decay constants used for 4°K are those 
adopted by the International Union of Geological Sciences 
Subcommission on Geochronology (Steiger and Jager, 
1977). 

The K-Ar ages range from 42.9 ± 1 .2 m .y . to 103.4 ± 
10 m.y. The four youngest dates, 42.9, 55.7, 57.9, and 
63 .4 m . y. are from microcline separates which have prob
ably sustained significant argon loss and are consequently 
younger than the depositional age of the veins. The ages 
for white mica and biotite span 36 m .y . (fig. 5), suggesting 
that several intrusive events have altered rocks and 
produced mir'leral deposits in the Humboldt Range. The 
Cretaceous intrusive bo.dy apparently consists of nested 
or juxtaposed stocks, approximately 70 to 100 m.y , in 
age, ranging in composition from quartz monzonite to 
granodiorite . 

K-Ar ages for coarse-grained , equigranular intrusive 
rocks in northern Nevada define two Cretaceous epochs 
(Smith and others, 1971; Silberman and McKee, 1971; 
Carlson and others, 1 975) . One epoch lasted from about 
105 to 85m. y . before present . The other event took place 
about 80 to 70 m. y. ago and includes intrusion of the 
Rocky Canyon stock (fig . 5) . Ages of metal deposits in the 
Humboldt Range suggest that older intrusive rocks cor
responding in age to the earlier epoch exist at depth . D 

The ages of vein and wall rock white mica clearly indicate 
that tungsten, gold, and silver deposits are related in time 
to these intrusive events. Although data are sparse, : 
tungsten deposits formed 90 to 85 m .y . ago and gold \ 
deposits formed 75 to 70 m .y . ago. Silver mineral-I 
ization may have tak,en place twice; once 100 to 85 
m.y . ago and also 80 to 70 m .y. ago. The one mercury 
and one antimony deposit dated suggest that hydro-

.. ther'mal concentrations of these elements are coeval with 

! 
! 

\ 

older 's ilver deposits. Irregularities in metal zonation (fig . 3 ) 
can be attributed to shifts in intrusion cen t ers with time . 

,The overall consistency of metal depos it distribution in
"'dicates that intrusions of individual granitic melt were 

restr icted to a relatively cor ' ined pathway during th e Late ! 
Cretaceous. ' -
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SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS 

K-Ar 
.lfirIA-K-l'FlIc1lsn:~r vein (NW/4 S5,T3l N,R34E; 

Imlay Canyon; Pershing Co., NV). Analytical 
K

2
0 = 14.6%; 4°Ar* = 9.1286 x 10-10 

40 Ar * (E40 Ar = 0.872. Comment: Age con-
anomalously young perhaps due to Ar loss or 

'_6,~ ~'.~ne addition of K (note extremely high value of 

(K-feldspar) 42.9 ± 1.2 m.y. 

1-1 K-Ar 
Quartz-sulfide-K-feldspar vein (NW/4 S4,T28N,R34E; 
Hoover Mine, Limerick Canyon; Pershing Co., NV). 

, data: K2 0 = 15.4%; 4°Ar* = 1.2550 x 
mol/g; 4°Ar*/E4°Ar = 0.539. Comment: Age 

idered anomalously young perhaps due to Ar loss 
late-sta~e addition of K (note extremely high value 
K2 0). 

(K-feldspar) 55.7 ± 2.2 m.y. 

K-Ar 
_'n',rl~n~. vein (SE/4 S16,T28N,R34E; 

,1:.:, • ..In,~n level, Nenzel Hill; Pershing Co., NV). Refer
Vikre, 1981, table 3A. 

(K-feldspar) 57.9 ± 2.9 m.y. 

K-Ar 
K-feldspar vein (NE/4 S23,T29N,R33E; 

1."lnvrm Mine, Pole Canyon; Pershing Co., NV). 
'Ana,"til',,'data: K2 0 = 12.03%; 4°Ar* = 1.1174 x 

40Ar*/E40Ar = 0.642. Comment: Age 
anomalously young perhaps due to Ar 

(K-feldspar) 63.4 ± 2.3 m.y. 
ci( ufV/;V; Vi;; i '(I:,: ' >" ' '.,it'..,':' .c, " 

_.~ , . K-Ar '( 

1 ..... 't7_','>ri/'it",:.n. '~'nrl;~'.;",~ sdhist (NE/4 S 1 ,T28N,R3~E; H v t 
; Pershing Co., NV). Analytical 

5.04%; 4°Ar* = 4.9623 x 10-10 

; 40Ar* IE40Ar = 0.907. 
(white mica) 67.2 ± 2.1 m.y. 

K-Ar 
Ifide-sericite vein (NE/4 S2,T30N,R33E; 

Rye Canyon Agnes Mine, Panther Canyon; Pershing 
Co., NV). Analytical data: K20 = 6.56%; 4°Ar* = 
6.8236 x 10-10 mol/g; 4°Ar* IE4°Ar = 0.766. 

(white mica) 70.8 ± 2.1 m.y. 

K-Ar 
Quartz monzonite (NW/4 S2,T29N,R33E; Rocky 
Canyon; Pershing Co., NV), Reference: Silberman and 
others, 1973; Vikre, 1981, table 3A. 

(biotite I 71.4 ± 3.0m.y. 

HR81-2 K-Ar 
Pegmatite in quartz monzonite (SE/4 Sll ,T29N,R33E; 
Wright Canyon; Pershing Co., NV). Analytical data: 
K20 ~ 10.64~b; 4°Ar* := 1.1241 X 10-9 mo!/g; 
4°Ar"rr;40Ar = 0.909. 

(white mica) 71.9 ± 2.1 m.y. 

LO-1 K-Ar 
Quartz-sulfide-gold vein (NW/4 S19,T19N,R34E; 
Looney tv1ine, Rochester Canyon; Pershing Co., NV). 
Reference: Vikre, 1981, table 3A. 

(sericite) 72.5 ± 2.2 m.y. 

IlA/EC''T' _~ All n ........ _ ......... &... ...... "'i aot::l 

10. Black Canyon Mine K-Ar 
Quartz-K-feldspar vein (SE/4 S 1 9,T31 N,R34E; Black 
Canyon Mine, Black Canyon; Pershing Co., NV). 
Reference: Silberman and others, 1973; Vikre, 1981, 
table 3A. 

(K-feldspar) 73.2 ± 2.0 m.y. 

11. CM-1 K-Ar 
Quartz-sericite-dumortierite vein (SW/4 S36,T29E,R33E; 
Champion Mine, Rolands Canyon; Pershing Co., NV). 
Reference: Vikre, 1981, table 3A. 

(sericite) 73.7 ± 2.2 m.y. 

12. OF-SD K-Ar 
Quartz-sericite-andalusite-dumortierite schist (SE/4 
S12,T28N,R33E; Tate's prospect, High Grade Can
yon; Pershing Co., NV). Reference: Vikre, 1981, 
table 3A. 

(sericite) 77.6 ± 2.3 m.y. 

13. POI-127 K-Ar 
Quartz-sericite schist (NE/4 S27,T28N,R34E; Black 
Ridge; Pershing Co., NV). Analytical data: K20 = 
4.89%; 4°Ar* 5.6369 x 10-10 mol/g; 
40Ar*/E4°Ar = 0.500. 

(white mica) 78.3 ± 2.4 m.y. 

14. NP-CA K-Ar 
Quartz-sulfide vein (SW/4 S28,T28N,R34E; Nevada 
Packard Mine; Pershing Co., NV). Reference: Vikre, 
1981, table 3A. 

(sericite) 78.8 ± 2.4 m.y. 

K-Ar 15. SP80-1 
Quartz-biotite vein (SE/4 S6,T29N,R34E; Stalin's 
Present Mine, Rocky Canyon; Pershing Co., NV). 
Analytical data: K2 0 = 8.04%; 4°Ar* = 9.6710 x 
10-10 mol/g; 4°Ar* IE40Ar = 0.740. 

(biotite) 81. 7 ± 2.4 m.y. 

16. HR79-56 K-Ar 
Quartz-diopside-sericite skarnJNW/4 S7 ,T31 N,R34E; 
Starlight Mine, Humboldt Canyon; Pershing Co., NV). 
Analytical data: K20 = 10.59%; 4°Ar* = 1.3312 x 
10-9 mol/g; 4°Ar* IE4°Ar = 0.932. 

(white mica) 85.3 ± 2.5 m.y. 

17. BCV-1 K-Ar 
Quartz-sulfide-s'ericite vein (SW/4 S15,T28N,R34E; 
Crown Point level, Nenzel Hill; Pershing Co., NV). 
Reference: Vikre, 1981, table 3A. 

(sericite) 85.7 ± 4.3 m.y. 

18. RD82-1 K-Ar 
Quartz-sericite-pyrite altered rhyolite (SW/4 
S15,T28N,R34E; Pitt level, Nenzel Hill, 460 ft from E 
portal; Pershing Co., NV). Analytical data: K20 = 
10.25%; 4°Ar* 1,4339 x 10-9 mol/g; 
40Ar* r'L,4°Ar = 0,934. 

(white mica) 94.6 ± 2.8 m.y. 
>-

K-Ar 19. RD304-275 
Quartz-sulfide-sericite vein (SW/4 S15,T28N,R34E; 
DOH, Nenzel Hill; Pershing Co., NV). Analytical data:' 
K

2
0 = 4.74~-b; 4°l\r~ :- 6.8444 X 10-10 mollg; 

<oAr·/E·oAr = 0.615. 
(white mica) 97.6 ± 3.0 m.y, 
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20. SAC85-1 K-Ar 
Sericitized fault zone (SW/4 S11,T28N,R34E; mer
cury prospect; Pershing Co., NV). Analytical data: 
K20 = 0.88%; 4°Ar* = 1.27169 x 10-10 mol/g; 
40 A.r * IE40 Ar = 0.535. Comment: pyrophyllite j~ Cl 
m!lJor component of the sample. 

- - --- (pyroPhyllite + quartz + white mica) 
97.7 ± 2.9 m.y. 

21. HM85-1 K-Ar 
Quartz-clinochlore-stibnite vein (SE/4 S2,T26N,R34E; 
Hollywood Mine; Pershing Co., NV). Analytical data: 
K20 = 0.05%; 4°Ar* = 7.66362 x 10-12 mol/g; 
4°Ar*/E4°Ar = 0.094. Comment: Potassium occurs 

_ either in clinochlore or in an undetected phase; 
(clinochlore) 103.4 ± 10 m.y. 
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ABSTRACT 

Lithologic units encountered in the Dixie 
Valley geothermal field range from Triassic marine 
sediments to Recent basin-filling sediments. 
Structural features affecting the location of the 
geothermal activity include Mesozoic thrusting, 
late Tertiary normal faulting and Quaternary to 
Recent normal faulting. The hydrothermal mineral 
suite is variable, due in part to rock-gas 
reactions. 

INTRODUCTION 

The geology of the Dixie Valley Geothermal 
Field (fig. 1) is quite varied. The stratigraphic 
sequence, in the order encountered in the majority 
of the drill holes, includes basin-filling 
sediments, silicic tuff-rich sediments, Miocene 
basalt, Miocene sediments, Oligocene silicic 
volcanics, Jurassic oceanic crust, Jurassic marine 
sediments, Cretaceous granodiorite and Triassic 
marine sediments (fig. 2). The most recent 
published geological mapping for the general area 
includes Page (1965), Wilden and Speed (1974) and 
Speed (1976). 

The structural history is as complex as the 
lithology is diverse. Carbonaceous marine sediments 
of Triassic age are underlying, in thrust-fault 
contact, Jurassic oceanic crustal rocks. North
striking normal faulting occurred in this area in 
the Miocene, followed by a superimposed NNE
striking set of normal faults. The Dixie Valley 
graben and the Stillwater Range are artifacts of 
the most recent episode of faulting. Highly 
fractured areas hosting geothermal production 
appear to be best developed in tensional ' zones 
resulting from strike-slip and normal faulting at 
the intersections of the two generations of normal 
faults in a manner similar to that described by 
Aydin and Nur (1982). Recharge for the northern 
portion of the system is most probably coming from 
the north. 
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LOCATION OF DIXIE VALLEY GEOTHERMAL FIELD 

CHURCHILL COUNTY, NEVADA 

LITHOLOGY 

Basin Filling Sediments 

Horst and graben structure appears to have 
dominated the Dixie Valley area since the Miocene. 
The current Dixie Valley basin is asymmetrical with 
the deepest portions occurring to the west along 
the Stillwater Range. The basin- filling sediments 
are observed to be in excess of 7000 feet thick in 
some of the geothermal wells. Seismic data suggest 
that toward the cente r and along the eastern 
portion of Dixie Valley these sediments are usually 
no more than 2000 to 3000 f eet thick . 
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Figure 2 Ge ne ralized ge ology of the Dixie Vall ey, Nevada, area 
(from Denton, ~~, 1980). 

The composition of the fill which makes up the 
basin sediments is somewhat variable. Toward the 
center and along the eastern portions of the valley 
the section is predominantly reworked silicic 
tuffs, eroded from the Clan Alpine Range. Along the 
Stillwater Range the contributing rock types are 
more varied. Reworked silicic tuffs tend to be 
predominant among the deepest (earliest) sediments 
in the geothermal production area. With decreasing 
depth the sediments are usually variations of a 
pebble conglomerate with a clay matrix. Near the 
discharge of major Stillwater Range drainages (i.e. 
Cottonwood Canyon) conglomerates are most common 
and horizons of clay and silt are minor. Areas away 
fr o m major drainages have basin-filling sediment 
sections dominated by clay, silt, and sand-size 
particles while c onglomerate horizons are less 
common. 

Cobble and sand-rich horizons within the basin
filling sediments are able to support pore space 
permeability and fluid movement. Fracture 
permeability occurs but is not common in this 
section. The abundance of clay, and the moderate to 
poor lithification in these sediments, are not 
conducive to the propogation of fault related 
fracturing. The total lithostatic pressure is low 
enough, however, to permit permeability of limited 
duration to occur along normal faults. The 
permeable zones hosting geothermal fluids are, in 
most cases, readily identifiable by the shift in 
stable mineral phases resulting from geothermal 
fluids with low oxygen activity intera c ting wi t h 
oxidized ba s i n-filling sediments. 

Miocene Basalt 

The Mi ocene basal t s overly Miocene lacust r in e 
se diments, and are overlain by as muc h a s 6000 to 
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7000 feet of basin-filling sediments in the area of 
the geothermal field. These same basalts crop out 
as high as 8000 feet in elevation in the Stillwater 
Range. Page (1965) estimates the age of these 
basalts to be pliocene or younger. A K-Ar date of 
a sample from the Stillwater Range, analyzed for 
Sunedco in 1981, shows an age of 8.5 + .4 million 
years. Outcrops in the Stillwater Range show the 
basaltic volcanic sequence to be quite varied in 
form, ranging from flat-lying lava flows to 
agglutinates, scoria and palagonite tuffs charac
teristic of evolved maar complexes. In the area of 
Kitten Springs Pass, about five miles northwest of 
the Dixie Valley geothermal field, the palagonite 
tuff sequence is approximately 800 feet thick. The 
basalt section as obse rved in geothermal drill 
holes is often abbreviated due to normal faulting. 
Observed thicknesses in the drill holes range from 
less than 300 ft. to greater than 1900 ft. 

In hand specimen the basalt flows range from 
aphanitic hypocrystalline to porphyritic. Thin
section specimens show the crystal compositions 
most commonly to include plagioclase (AnSO or 
greater), clinopyroxene, olivine, and opaque iron
titanium oxide. Millimeter-size phenocrysts of 
olivine are present in many, though not all, of the 
specimens. The rock texture ranges from pilotaxitic 
to ophitic. 

In outcrops the basalt alteration is charac
terized by oxidation of femic minerals, zeolite and 
c alc ite al t e rati on of plagioclase, and devitrifi
cation of glassy matrix. This is a typical surface 
alteration s ~i t e r esulting from downward pe r 
colation of oxygenated meteoric water. Two distinct 
alteration mineral suites are observed in the 
Miocene basalt section in drill holes. The effects 
of weathe ri ng are plainly ·visible in portions of 
t he basa l t c hips recovered du ri n g dr i ll ing . Ot h er 
p ortions of the ba s a lt show a later overp r inting of 
a lterat i on resulting from interaction with 
geothe rma l f luid of l ow oxygen activ i ty. 



Miocene Sediments 

The Miocene lacustrine sedimentary section is 
conformably overlain by Miocene basalt, and is 
conformably underlain by silicic volcanic tuffs of 
late Oligocene age. The sediments are composed of 
intercalated volcaniclastics, carbonaceous silt
stone, and silicic volcaniclastic tuff. The section 
is observed in a truncated form in many of the 
drill holes in Dixie Valley due to normal faulting. 

The upper portion of the section consists of 
intercalated volcaniclastic sediments and 
carbonaceous siltstone. The volcaniclastic sedi
ments appear to be derived predominantly from 
silicic volcanics and tuffs. Authigenic chlorite 
and illite alteration predominate in the groundmass 
and detrital subhedral to euhedral quartz is 
usually present in minor amounts. The dark brown to 
black carbonaceous siltstone horizons are fissil 
and often pyritic. Attempts to separate and 
identify microfossils from the siltstone have been 
made to more precisely bracket the age of 
sedimentation. To date these attempts have been 
unsuccessful due to the poorly preserved state of 
the fossils. 

The lower portion of the sedimentary section is 
composed of silicic tuffaceous sediments with only 
minor carbonaceous siltstone horizons. Authigenic 
illite and chlorite dominate the mineralogy of 
these reworked devitrified silicic volcanics. 
Detrital subhedral to euhedral quartz, originally a 
primary component of the silicic tuffs, is present 
in minor amounts. The basal boundary of this 
sedimentary unit is not distinct. A progression is 
observed from reworked silicic tuffs, ,to primary 
devitrified silicic tuff, to primary welded silicic 
tuff. The latter is part of the Oligocene silicic 
volcanics. 

Clays represent the dominant mineralogy in this 
sedimentary section. As a result, tectonic strain 
tends to cause plastic deformation rather than 
brittle failure and rock breakage. It is unusual, 
therefore, to find significant fracture related 
permeability within this sedimentary section. Fault 
related permeability would likely be limited and 
transitory. 

Rock-water-gas interaction between the 
sediments and the geothermal system is limited due 
to the low potential for porosity and permeability. 
The thermal effects of the geothermal system, 
however, can be observed. The formation clays are 
predominantly illite, non-expanding Fe-bearing 
clays, and fine crystalline authigenic chlorite. 
The present phyllosilicate suite is the result of 
very low-grade metamorphism of smectite clays. 
Organic matter in the carbonaceous siltstone is 
near thermal maturity. Gas chromatograph monitoring 
during drilling indicates that methane is the only 
hydrocarbon currently being generated from these 
sediments. 

Oligocene Silicic Volcanics 

Oligocene silicic volcanics dominate the Clan 
Alpine Range to the east of the Dixie Valley 
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geothermal field, and are present in the Stillwater 
Range to the south and west of the geothermal 
field. These volcanics are only rarely encountered 
in the geothermal drill holes, however. In the Clan 
Alpine Range intercalated beds of cemented and 
welded tuffs are in excess of 4000 feet thick. 
Oligocene tuff cropping out in the Stillwater Range 
seldom exceeds a few hundred feet thick. These 
volcanics have only rarely been encountered in the 
geothermal drill holes, where the section appears 
to often be faulted out by basin-bounding normal 
faults. A single good, though incomplete, section 
of these silicic tuffs is observed in one well, 
where a 180 foot section of predominantly welded 
biotite-quartz-sanidine tuff is overlain by Miocene 
sediments. A normal fault contact truncates this 
section with the foot wall consisting of Jurassic 
oceanic igneous rock. 

Welded portions of the Oligocene silicic tuffs 
are brittle and generally fracture wh~n subjected 
to strain. Poorly welded and cemented aspects of 
the tuff sequence are generally soft and undergo 
plastic deformation rather than structural failure 
when SUbjected to strain. The potential for 
fracture permeability is good in the highly welded 
portions of the tuff and low in the poorly welded 
and cemented portions of the tuff. 

Cretaceous Granodiorite 

A silicic plutonic rock is observed in a number 
of the drill holes. The mineralogy of the rock is 
distinctly different from the igneous rocks of the 
Jurassic oceanic crust. Where least altered this 
rock consists of quartz, plagioclase, biotite, 
muscovite, hornblende, and minor K-feldspar, 
sphene, rutile, and Fe oxide. The mafic minerals 
usually are slightly chloritized. In a few areas 
where the rock has been strongly altered the mafic 
minerals have been almost completely replaced by 
chlorite, the plagioclase has been albitized, 
secondary K-feldspar has formed at the expense of 
muscovite, and secondary epidote and calcite are 
present in minor amounts. The less altered portions 
of this rock can best be described as quartz 
monzonite to granodiorite. 

The genetic and structural relationship of this 
silicic intrusive to other igneous rocks in the 
area is not clear. It is typically observed as a 
foot wall in fault contact with Jurassic rock. The 
mineralogy and texture resemble intrusives cropping 
out along the west side of the Stillwater Range in 
the New York Canyon area that have been dated as 
late Cretaceous. This would place the intrusive 
event after the allochthonous thrust faulting and 
would explain thin fingers or layers of grano
diorite observed within thrust fault zones as 
intrusive sills. 

No commercial geothermal production has been 
developed from the granodiorite in the Dixie Valley 
~eothermal field. The rock is mechanically 
competent and should fracture when under stress . 
Fracture permeability would tend to slowly be 
sealed in the unaltered granodiorite as calcic 
plagioclase is altered to albite, c alcite and 
epidote . 
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Jurassic Spilite 

The Jurassic section in the Stillwater Range is 
complex and diverse, and the term ~,pilite" is used 
in possibly a misleading way. The predominantly 
igneous suite ranges from spilitic basalts, 
keratophyres, and trondhjemites to albitites, 
plagiogranites, and gabbro. The minerals commonly 
present include plagioclase (generally An 5-15), 
hornblende, calcite, augite, biotite, Fe-Ti oxides, 
and minor epidote, pyrite, sphene, apatite, and 
rutile. Chlorite is observed as a very common 
alteration product of hornblende, augite, and 
biotite. Locally lenses of sedimentary rock, most 
commonly siltstone, are observed within the igneous 
s e ries. 

Publish e d work on the area (Willden and Speed, 
1974; Spe ed, 1976) de s cribe t he Jurassic igneous 
r oc k as a loc ally intruding l opolith. Autochthono us 
thrus ting has been ass ociated with the intrusion of 
the lopolith. Field and laboratory evidence 
suggests an alternative interpretation; that the 
entire Jurassic igneous section is an allochthonous 
fragment of oceanic crust, t hrust over Triassic 
marine shelf and slope sediments. The most obvious 
points leading to this re-interpretation include 
e xtensive sodium me ta somatization, pervasive 
s e condary cal c ite, and abundant lamellar plates, 
lenses and nappes, markedly disrupting specific 
lithologic and stratigraphic continuity. The 
"lopolith" is remarkably similar to igneous 
portions of ophiolites observed in many places 
throughout the world . 

The large bl o cks of spilite, keratophyre , and 
trondhjemite rock tend t o be very bri t tle a nd ar e 
capable of maintaining good fracture permeability. 
The albitite and plagiogranite are somewhat less 
pr o ne to host good fracture permeability. The 
prevailing mi neral as s emblage (albite, calcite, 
c hl o ri t ized h o rnblende, chl o ritized biotite, and 
chl o riti ze d a ugi te ) t end t o b e s table in the 
chemical and thermal e nviro nment o f the currently 
active geothermal system . 

The mineral suite is not mechanically stable in 
the cataclastic environment of thrust faulting, 
shear planes, and nappes. The mafic minerals are 
usually altered to serpentine and chlorite; the 
albite tends to be broken up into small angular 
fragments; and the calcite tends to recrystallize 
as a matrix mineral. The result is lenses of 
mechanically unstable rock within the more 
competent formation. While these lenses have the 
potential of hosting permeability, the permeability 
does not always have good communication with major 
geothermal product ion, and the formation tends to 
slough during well flowing. 

Jur a ssic Mar ine Sedime nts 

Jurassic s hallow marine sedime nts are obser v e d 
in th e Stillwater Ra n ge to the west of the 
Geotherma l field. Compositionall y t he s e sedime n ts 
c onsist o f carbona te, quartzite , an d mi no r 
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conglomerate. Willden and Speed (1974) refer to 
these sediments as the Boyer Ranch Formation, and 
describe the carbonate and conglomerate as basal 
and the quartzite or quartz arenite as the upper 
unit. The continuity of this section is not obvious 
in . the Stillwater Range. Thrusting of the Jurassic 
oceanic crust clearly involved the Boyer Ranch 
Formation. Portions of the sediments can be 
observed overlying, overridden by, and mechanically 
incorporated into, the allochthonous oceanic crust. 
The Boyer Ranch Formation may represent shallow 
marine sedimentation in a closing basin, bounded in 
part by the encroaching oceanic crustal block. 

The quartz arenite portion of the Boye r Ranc h 
Formation is lithified and tends to host op e n 
permeability along fault planes. Outcrop evidence 
suggests, however, that it is not prone to 
extensive fracture propogation. The rock is 
composed largely of lithified quartz gra i ns and 
should be chemically and mineralogically s table in 
the geothermal system . 

The basal carbonate and conglomerate portion of 
the Boyer Ranch would likely fracture under stress, 
though the fractures would tend to reseal with 
recrystallization. Dolomitic portions of the 
carbonate show the developmept of serpentine along 
fault and shear planes. Both 'fracture permeability 
and mechanical stability would likely be quite 
variable in the basal carbonate portion of the 
Boyer Ranch Formation. 

Trias sic Marine sediments 

Calcareous carbonaceous shale, siltstone, and 
silty carbonates crop out in the Stillwater Range 
underlying the allochthonous Jurassic oceanic 
crustal rock. Fragments and lenses als o occur 
inc orporated into the lamellar shear zone s within 
and near the base of the Jurassic oceanic bloc k. 
These carbonaceous marine sediments are correlative 
to the Favret Formation, a lower member of the Star 
Peak Group . 

In fresh hand- specimen the marine sediments are 
commonly black to gray, variably carbonaceous, 
variably pyritic siltstone to dark gray 
carbonaceous limestone. A few of the outcrop 
exposures show siltstone which has been oxidized to 
light gray, light green- gray, and purple. Within 
the drill holes of the geothermal fi~ld the 
Triassic sediments are observed as cataclastized 
lensed in lamellar shear zones within the Jurassic 

rocks. 

Mechanically the Tr iassic sediments will deform 
rather than fr acture a nd f ail when subjec t ed to 
strain. Dolomite - bea r ing horizons f or m secondary 
serp e nti ne duri ng de f o r mation . These character
isti c s make t hi s fo r mati on a poor ho s t fo r 
geothermal production. 

The presence of these sediments at depth , below 
t he t h r ust f ault , play s a n importan~ r o le in the 
cha rac t er of t h e geo t he r ma l s yste m. Th e Favret 



formation is rich in hydrocarbons and is sub-mature 
in exposures to the northeast of Dixie Valley. The 
maturation level is much higher in the hottest 
portion of the geothermal system. Much of the gas 
associated with the geothermal fluid likely 
originates in the metamorphosing Triassic sediments 
in the deep portions of the geothermal system. 
CH 4 , H2S, N2 , NH) and CO2 are likely derived from 
late stage thermal degradation of organic matter 
and sulfur compounds in the carbonaceous sediments. 

STRUCTURAL HISTORY 

Geothermal production in Dixie Valley is 
related to an extended, complex network of fault 
and fracture permeability. The combined tectonic 
history is, there fore, an important component in 
interpreting the production potential of any given 
location within t he geothermal field. Three major 
faulting patt er ns are recognized in the vicinity of 
the Dixie Valley Geothermal Fi e ld. The first of 
these is thrust faulting; the second and th ird are 
both normal faulting. 

Thrust faulting of Jurassic oceanic crustal 
rocks over Triassic shelf-related marine sedi men ts 
is observed in the Stil lwater Range. This thrust 
faulting event is part of the l ast in a series of 
crustal shortening events that involved alloch
thonous t hrus ti ng of deep marine strata over older 
rocks (Antler Orogeny, Devonian-Mississippian; 
Sonoma Orogeny, Tria ss ic; and Nevadar. Orogeny, 
Jurassi c -Cretaceous) . 

The Jurassic oceanic rock has undergone 
differential movement along horizonal planes within 
the overthrusting block resulting in horizonal 
cataclastic zones. Inclusions of marine sediments, 
including argillite, sandstone, and loca lly, 
limestone , into the thrusting Jurassi c plate, are 
observed in outcrops along the Stillwater Range. 
Turbulence in zones along the leading edge of the 
thrust block, and locally within the block, has 
resulted in the development of small scale me lange
like features. Thes e features usually include 
cataclastized fragments from both the underlying 
Triassic strata and the overlying Jurassic strata. 
Serpentinization of portions of the Jurassic mafic 
igneous rocks and of Triassic dolomitic sediments 
is con~cn within these melange-like features. 

The Stillwater Range-Dixie Valley area of 
Nevada appears to ha\'e been structurally quiet from 
the Cretaceous through the Oligocene. Subsequent to 
the eruption of s ilicic volcanism in the late 
Oligocene a series of north-striking normal faults 
developed. The best surface expressions of these 
faults ca n be observed along the western edge of 
the Clan Alpine Range and in the White Rock Canyon 
area in the Stillwater Range. Seismic data show 
similar north-striking pa tterns to continue into 
Dixie Valley, now buried by basin filling sediments 
(fig. 3). The surface expressions of this episode 
of normal faulting show evidence of rotation, 
suggesting that these were listric faults. The 
relationship between the timing of the late Miocene 
basalt e ruptions and the north-striking normal 
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faulting is unclear . Field evidence shows quite 
clearly that both Jurassic and Oligocene rocks were 
affected by this fault movement. No outcrops show a 
similar rotational relationship involving the 
Miocene basalt. 

The development of the current high-angle NNE
striking normal faulting that defines the 
Stillwater Range and Dixie Valley physiographic 
features is relatively young, and is superimposed 
over the earlier two tectonic features. The uplift 
of the Stillwater Range occurred after the late 
Miocene basalt eruptions, as is evidenced by the 
flat-lying basalt flows and palagonite tuffs whi c h 
occupy some of the highest elevations within the 
range. The onset of this last episode of faulting, 
therefore, could be no older than late Miocene to 
early Pliocene. Historic earthquakes along t h e 
basin-range boundaries attest to the cont inuing 
activity. 

The NNE pattern of extensional faulting, 
superimposed on earlier N-striking normal faulting, 
has resulted in differential movement of the blocks 
which make up the Stillwater Range. The older 
N-str iking faults exhibit subsequent strike-slip 
movement, a reaction to current WNW extension. ~he 
combination of dip-slip movement on the 
NNE-striking faults and!str ike-slip movement on the 
N-striking faults has resulted in localized zones 
of tension and compression along the western 
portion of Dixie Valley similar to the basin 
structures described by Aydin and Nur (1982). "The 
tens ional features form asymetrical rhombograben-

Figur~ 3 Estimated thickness of the Tertiary 
to Recent section in Dixie Valley, Nevada, 
based on seismic data from Sunedco, Southland 
Royalty and Amoco. 
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like structures bound by steeply dipping normal 
faulting toward the Stillwater Range and by shallow 
dipping normal faulting toward the vally. These 
features are identifiable on many of the seismic 
lines which cover much of the northern portion of 
Dixie Valley (Waibel, 1985). Figure 3 shows 
locallized deep basins associated with the north
trending normal faulting in the central to eastern 
portion of the valley and with the more recent 
combined normal and strike-slip faulting along the 
western edge of the valley. Increased fault and 
fracture permeability associated with the localized 
rhombograbens plays a major role in hosting 
geothermal fluid. The degree to which pereability 
develops in these structures is modified, however, 
by the physical characteristics of the rock 
involved at any givel location. 

The occurrance of faults or fractures within a 
brittle rock in itself does not guarentee 
production. Fault planes are not always "planer". 
Normal faults associated with extentional tectonics 
in Dixie Valley tend to undulate somewhat. This 
unevenness results in portions of fault planes 
being under high compression and impermeable, 
regardless of the rock type involved. Conversely 
other portions will be under tension and support 
open spaces possibly tens of centimeters wide. 

HYDROTHERMAL MINERALOGY 

Multiple thermal and metasomatic events have 
affected the rock that now makes up the areas of 
Dixie Valley and the Stillwater Range. Each of 
these events have left a mineralogical signature in 
the host rock. The temperatures of most of these 
metasomatic events appears to have ranged from 50 
to 2500 C, similar to the range of temperatures in 
currently active Dixie Valley geothermal systems. 
As a result, many of the secondary minerals are 
stable in, and characteristic of, more than one 
thermal event. The mineralogical effects of fossil 
thermal events must be distinguished from those of 
the currently active system before any 
interpretations pertaining to this current system 
can be made. Detailed mineral associations and 
morphologies are employed to assist in separating 
the effects of individual thermal events. It is 
possible in many cases, through careful obser
vation, to identify which mineral occurrances are 
associated with the current geothermal activity. 

The earliest thermal and metasomatic event 
recognized in the rocks of the Stillwater Range 
involves the Jurassic oceanic crustal rocks which 
Speed (1976) refers to as the Humboldt Lopolith. 
The pre-alteration rocks of this group were 
predominantly basalt, diabase, gabbro, and locally 
more leucocratic fractionations of this suite. The 
ll,ajor primary mafic minerals are clinopyroxene and 
hornblende with local occurrences of biotite .. 
Extensive sodium metasomatization is manifested in 
very extensive albitization and local scapolit
ization of plagioclase. Secondary calcite occurs 
both disseminated within the rock and in veins. 
Chloritization of mafic minerals is ubiquitous, and 
varies in degree from minor to near complete 
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~eplacement of the mafics. Additional secondary 
minerals, including epidote, pyrite and chrysotile, 
are irregularly distributed throughout portions of 
the Jurassic igneous suite. The postalteration rock 
suite includes spilite, keratophyre, trondhjemite, 
albitite, and plagiogranite. 

The spilitic rock suite of the Jurassic section 
in the Stillwater Range is typical of the igneous 
rock suites observed in many ophiolite complexes. 
The sodium metasomatization may likely have 
occurred while this section was still in a marine 
environment. A reasonable sodium reservoir to 
support this type of extensive alteration would be 
sea water. 

A second metasomatic event, confined to the 
Jurassic oceanic rocks, involves silica and iron 
oxides. Along the eastern edge of the Stillwater 
Range this event is represented by quartz filled 
veins in association with specular hematite 
replacement of Jurassic spilitic rock. Fragments 
up to 15 cm across within the fault zone are 
observed to be completely replaced by hematite. 
Thin-sections of rock samples from the host rock in 
the vicinity of these quartz-filled faults show 
specular hematite replacement of the rock outward 
from the veins. Along the western margin of the 
Stillwater Range, i,n the Buena Vista Hills, 
specular hematite and magnetite replacement of 
Jurassic spilitic rock has been locally intense 
enough tc allow for commercial mining of iron ore. 

Neither the sodium metasomatization nor the 
quartz-hematite mineralization has been fully 
investigated. The timing and possible relationship 
between the two events has not been determined. 
Convection of water in the Jurassic rock was 
clearly involved in thermal energy and chemical 
changes associated with both the sodium 
metasomatization and the hematite-quartz mineral
ization. It is possible that both of these 
secondary features developed at or near the same 
time, while these rocks were still part of an ocean 
environment. 

Additional thermal and metasomatic events in 
the Dixie Valley-Stillwater Range area include 
contact metamorphism associated with Cretaceous 
plutonic intrusives as well as Oligocene silicic 
volcanism. Evidence of the former is observed in 
the Stillwater Range to the south of the current 
geothermal activity. The older secondary mineral 
suites are characterized by skarns and 
quartz-calcite veins. These alteration zones are 
observed to contain predominantly sub-economic 
sphalerite, chalcopyrite and galena in a gangue of 
epidote, garnet, pyrite, quartz, calcite and 
magnetite. The Chalk Mountain, La Plata and I.X.L. 
Mining Districts are in these contact metamorphic 
areas~ 

Toward the southern end of Dixie Valley, 
contact metamorphism and hydrothermal activity· are 
associated with Oligocene and early Miocene silicic 
volcanism. Hydrothermal activity resulted in 
~recious metals, quartz, ~dularia, and local minor 
fluorite being deposited in breccia, fault, and 
contact shear zones. The Wonder and Fairvie\'.' Mining 
Districts are examples of this activity. 



The most recent volcanism in the Dixie Valley 
area is the late Miocene eruption of basalt. 
Subvolcanic dikes are observed in the Stillwater 
Range to the west of the geothermal field. Contact 
metamorphic effects are usually limited to a few 
tens of centimeters away from the edge of the 
intrusives and consist mainly of chloritization. No 
hydrothermal activity has been observed to be 
associated with this event. 

Hydrothermal mineralization associated with the 
currently active geothermal system varies with 
temperature and type of host rock. The fluid has 
low oxygen activity, low total dissolved solids, 
limited sulfur activity (Benoit, 1987), and is 
likely saturated in methane . The character of the 
fluid appears to be influenced by low-grade 
metamorphism of carbonaceous marine sediments. 
Precipitation mineralization in the deeper produc
tion from Jurassic igneous rock is usually limited 
to quartz. Host rock alteration by the hot fluid i s 
limited to pyrite, forming at the expense of Fe-Ti 
oxide. The host rock is already at a chlorite
albite grade of greenschist metamorphism and is 
chemically stable in the presence of the hot fluid. 
Calcite veining, as observed in cuttings from 
production zones within the Jurassic section does, 
not appear to be co-genetic with the druse quartz 
which is currently forming. Both the calcite 
veining observed in the well cuttings and the 
abundant calcite veining observed in the Jurassic 
section in the Stillwater Range are probably 
artifacts of much earlier sodium metasomatization. 

Hydrothermal mineral reactions within the 
Miocene basalt are substantially different from the 
reactions observed in formations underlying the 
basa lt. Major chemical reactions between the basalt 
and the geothermal system involve oxidation of 
hydrogen sulfide and methane, reduction of the iron 
in hematite and albitization of relict plagioclase. 
The resulting alteration minerals include chlorite, 
pyrite, albite, calcite and localized epidote. 
Precipitation minerals include quartz, chlorite, 
and epidote or Ca-zeolites . The occurrences of 
epidote a nd laumontite tend not to overlap except 
in those areas where a retrograde shift in mineral 
stability from epidote to laumontite has occurred. 
No mineral-chemical evidence for mixing of 
geothermal and non-geothermal water in the basalt 
has been identified. 

The marked difference between the hydrothermal 
mineral assembleges in the two mafic igneous units 
is the combined result of the presence of different 
secondary mineral phases prior to the introduction 
of the geothermal fluids and the composition , of the ' 
geothermal fluid. Buried Miocene basalt remains 
oxidized where unaffected by geothermal fluids, 
with reddish hematite as a major Fe mineral. The 
Jurassic spilitic series has been albitized and 
partially chloritized prior to the current 
geothermal activity. The significant change within 
the geothermal fluid as it passes through the 
Jurassic section is a limited conductive heat loss. 
This results in slight but steady silica 
oversaturation, manifested by the precipitation of 
druse quartz a long fracture s ur faces. The reduced 
geothermal fluid, and associated H2S and CH4 gases, 
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react with the weathered Miocene basalt. The major 
reactions involve oxidation of gases by hematite 
and sodium replacement of calcium in plagioclase. 
From these chemical reactions iron, sulfur, 
carbonate and calcium are available to form the 
hydrothermal minerals observed in the cuttings. 

Geothermal fluids discharging into the basin 
filling sediments react with the rock in a 'manner 
similar to the fluids in the Miocene basalt. In the 
sediments, however, the temperature of the fluids 
has decreased to below the ' epidote and wairakite 
stability range for a near-neutral pH. Lower 
temperature mineral reactions in the sediments 
involve smectite altering to illite, hematite 
altering to chlorite, and precipitation of quartz, 
chlorite, and laumontite or heulandite. 

Age estimates have been made on two 
hydrothermal silica'specimens from the geothermal 
system using the ionium/thorium method (Struchio, 
personal communication). The facilities at the 
Argonne National Laboratories in Argonne, Illinois 
were used. The first sample is of dense clear 
cryptocrystalline silica from a silicious sinter 
hot spring deposit in section 15, T24N, R36E. The 
hot spring is no longer active, and the area ha s 
been uplifted by ongoing normal faulting along the 
Stillwater Range front. Tot,al uplift since the hot 
springs deposits formed may be as much as 200 feet. 
The estimated age of this deposit is determined to 
be 9,000 ~ 2,000 years . 

A second sample was collected for dating from 
hydrothermally precipitated cryptocrystalline 
silica near the Senator Fumaroles in section 32, 
T25N , R37E. This s ample formed near the boiling 
plane below the topographic surface . Subsequent 
uplift by normal faulting along the Stillwater 
Range front now positions this rock 250 feet above 
the Dixie Valley floor. The age of this sample is 
much less difinitive, with a maximum possible age 
of 300,000 years and a minimum possible age of 
150,000 years. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Geothermal production in the Dixie Valley field 
is defined by fault and fracture permeability. 
Rather than being strata bound, permeability is 
defined by, and varies with, the physical 
characteristics of each rock type. The production 
potential of a rock is best defined by its 
mechanical and mineral-chemical stability . The 
existence of open fractures is dependent on the 
presence brittle rock; rock that will fail rather 
than deform under tectonic strain. In the Dixie 
Valley, field producing fractures are, therefore, 
most likely to occur in brittle igneous rock, and 
least likely to occur in soft clay-rich sedimentary 
rock with secondary hydrous Mg minerals . Subsequent 
to fracturing, the longevity of p ermeability is 
depend e nt upon the mineral and chemical stability 
of the rock in the presence of geothermal fluid and 
gas. 
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The secondary hydrothermal minerals associated 
with the high temperature geothermal system in 
Dixie Valley do not lend themselves to the rote or 
blind "mineral=temperature" interpretation present
ed for many other geothermal fields. The Dixie 
Valley field is likely not unique in this feature, 
as secondary minerals are an artifact of mUltiple 
populations of chemical components reacting with 
each other in variably changing conditions. 
Secondary minerals can be used as useful tools in 
reducing exploration and production drilling costs 
only after site-specific constraints on rock-water
gas reactions are developed. 
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ABSTRACT 

Most of the geothermal development in the United 
States during the past decade has occurred within the 
Great Basin. One of the largest developments to date 
has been the Dixie Valley Geothermal Field (DVGF), 
one of a number of geothermal fields located along 
the southern margin of the "Battle Mountain High, " 
a region of high heat flow (> 100m W 1m2) extending 
over much of the northern Great Basin. The DVGF 
lies east of the Stillwater Range and is centered on a 
southwest-northeast trending thermal anomaly 
generated by hot water moving up the Stillwater 
fault, a basin-bounding normal fault characterized by 
pervasive fracturing and hydrothermal alteration. As 
part of a multidisciplinary investigation of fracture 
_permeability, in-situ stress, and fluid flow within the 
Dixie Valley hydrothermal system, we measured 
subsurface temperatures in four deep wells bordering 
the DVGF.Precision temperature logs from two 
flowing wells (45-14 and 66-21) provide detailed 
information on the location and in-flow rates of 
permeable fractures intersecting the well bores. 
Temperature logs from two shut-in wells (76-28 and 
62-21) provide information on conductive heat flow 
near the DVGF. Analysis of the combined dataset 
yields estimates of the .rate and resulting thermal 
effects of fluid flow along the Stillwater fault. In 
well 66-21, located 6 km southwest of the current 
producing limits of the DVGF, and in well 45-14, 
located 17 km southwest of the DVGF, water flowing 
up the Stillwater fault may increase the measured heat 
flow by 20 to 40 % over the regional value. In wells 
62-21 (4 km southeast of the DVGF) and 76-28 (2 
km northeast of the DVGF), heat flow above the fault 
is close to the regional value, despite the presence of 
permeable fractures at depth. The limited spatial 
extent of anomalous heat and fluid flow associated 
with the DVGF is consistent with deep crustal 
thermal conditions indicated by the maximum 
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hypocentral depths of nearby earthquakes and 
suggests that permeability enhancement along the 
Stillwater fault is highly localized to regions a few 
kilometers in extent. 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past decade, geothermal power 
developments in the Basin and Range Province of the 
western United States have reached an installed 
capacity of approximately 510 MW (Benoit, 1994). 
Of the fourteen producing geothermal reservoirs 
located in the Basin and Range, ten are associated 
with a regional thermal feature known as the "Battle 
Mountain High" (Sass et aI., 1971; Sass et aI., 
1981), which covers much of the northern Basin and 
Range (hereafter referred to as the Great Basin) and 
is characterized by conductive heat flow exceeding 
100 mW/m2• The "typical" geothermal reservoir in 
the Great Basin lies within basin-bounding normal 
faults produced as a consequence of Cenozoic 
extension throughout the region (e.g. Blackwell, 
1983). These extensional processes are directly 
responsible for both the permeable fault zones and the 
high heat flow necessary for the circulation of 
thermal waters. 

One of the largest developments in the Great Basin is 
the Dixie Valley geothermal field (DVGF), operated 
by Oxbow Geothermal Corporation. Dixie Valley is 
located in west-central Nevada between the StillwateI.: 
Range to the northwest and the Clan Alpine 
Mountains to the southeast (Figure 1). In addition to 
the high heat flow typical of the northern Great 
Basin, Dixie Valley lies within an area of active 
seismicity and late Cenozoic ·volcanic activity 
(Thompson and Burke, 1973; Wallace, 1984). The 
DVGF produces approximately 62 MW of electric 
power from a series of wells drilled along the 
Stillwater fault zone (SFZ), an active basin-bounding 
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Fig. 1. Map showing heat flow measurements (mW/m2) in the vicinity of Dixie Valley, Nevada. 

normal fault which has displaced the floor of the 
basin relative to the adjacent Stillwater Range by 
approximately 3 km over the past 10 Ma (Figure 2; 
Okaya and Thompson, 1985). The fault cuts and 
deforms a Jurassic multiphase intrusive body (the 
Humboldt Lopolith; Speed, 1976), and the subsurface 
intersection of the SFZ with the lopolith serves as the 
primary producing zone for the DVGF (Benoit, in 
press, 1997). 

Hot water moving up the SFZ and other subsidiary 
faults and fractures introduces abnormally high 
temperatures in a narrow zone along the front of the 
Stillwater Range. Temperature gradients along this 
zone have been mapped in the range from 100 to 
greater than 200°C/km, with the corresponding heat 
flows exceeding 300 mW/m2 in places. 

This paper reports on thermal aspects of an ongoing, 
multidisciplinary study of the factors controlling 
spatial and temporal variations in fracture 
permeability within and around the DVGF (Hickman 
and Zoback, this volume and Barton et aI., this 
volume) . We examine thermal 
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data from wells bordering the DVGP and analyze 
evidence for the magnitude and extent of fluid flow 
up the SFZat these locations. Comparison of these 
results with information from the DVGF proper 
should help provide quantitative constraints on the 
factors controlling the development of permeability 
on the SFZ. 

The primary thermal data used in this study come 
from four observation wells (45-14, 66-21, 62-21 and 
76-28) located southwest, southeast and northeast of 
the DVGF (Figure 2). Wells 45-14 and 66-21 were 
drilled in 1979 and have been left open at the 
surface, allowing continuing flow up the well bore 
from permeable fractures at depth. Well 62-21 was 
drilled in 1980 and also intersects significant 
permeability at depth, although the well has been kept 
shut-in at the surface. Well 76-28 was drilled in 
1984 and differs from the other three in that it is not 
artesian. The fluid level in this well is encountered 
at a depth of 550 meters (1800 feet). These and most 
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Fig. 2. Map showing locations of geothermal wells (producing, non-producing, and injecting) in Dixie Valley. 

other wells in Dixie Valley pass through more than 
1000 meters of basin-filling sediments and volcanics 
before entering the Mesozoic igneous and 
metamorphic rocks comprising the basement (e.g. 
Waibel, 1987). The four study wells are cased 
through the younger units and into the Mesozoic 
basement, with the length of the open hole sections in 
the basement ranging from 780 to 880 meters. 

Temperature data acquired from all four wells in 
August; 1996, are shown in Figure 3. The primary 
factor controlling the differences among the four 
temperature profiles is the presence or absence of 
fluid flow within the wellbore. In well 76-28, 
temperatures follow a gradient varying between 35 
and 70°CIkm from the water level at 550 meters to 
the bottom of the log at 2350 meters. The measured 
gradient variations correspond well with changes in 
lithology from alternating sand- and clay-rich valley 
fill to volcanic tuffs to metasediments, with the 
highest gradients corresponding to the high porosity 
alluvium a;pd the lowest to the low porosity 
metasediments. There is no thermal evidence for 
substantial fluid movement within well 76-28 . 

In well 62-21 temperatures follow the same general 
pattern as those within 76-28 with some notable 
exceptions, Temperature gradients reach or exceed 
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50°CIkm in the sediments and volcanics of the upper 
1800 meters and then decline to between 25 and 
45°CIkm in the mafic igneous and metamorphic 
rocks of the Humboldt lopolith and the underlying 
Triassic metasedimentary unit. Curvature in the 
temperature profile from 2200 to 3000 meters is 
consistent with entry of fluid into the well bore (or 
behind the casing) at 2200 meters (near the top of the 
lopolith section) and consequent downflow with an 
exit at about 3000 meters (just below the base of the 
casing in the Triassic metasediments). Differences 
between the temperature gradient above 2200 meters 
and below 3000 meters reflect contrasting thermal 
conductivities. 

The temperature profile in well 66-21 is dominated 
by the thermal signature of persistent flow up the 
well bore to the surface, with abrupt offsets in the 
temperature profile opposite fluid entries from 
fractures within the lopolith. This upward flow 
results in the relatively high surface temperature 
( - 42°C). The other prominent feature of the 66-21 
temperature profile, a reversal with a temperature 
minimum at 2740 meters, appears to be a transient of 
unknown origin. This feature may reflect entry of 
gaseous fluid into the wellbore or transient convective 
instabilities. Subsequent temperature logs showed a 
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Fig. 3. Temperature profiles obtained in the four 
study wells in August, 1996. 

diminishing anomaly, with nearly complete 
restoration of equilibrium temperatures in 24 days 
(C. Barton and R. Norman, written comm.). 

More rapid upflow leads to higher temperatures in 
45-14, with water entering from fractures within the 
phyllite basement· (the lopolith is not present within 
this well) and exiting at the surface at a temperature 
of 122°C. As with well 66-21, the main fluid entries 
are easily located from offsets in the temperature 
profile. 

THERMAL EFFECTS OF WELLBORE WATER 
FLOW 

In order to determine the thermal effects of naturally 
occurring fluid flow along the SFZ and related faults 
and fractures, the anomalous effects of fluid flow 
within the wellbore first have to be removed from the 
measured profiles. An analytical model for the long
term thermal effects of vertical fluid flow in a well 
was presented by Ramey (1962). The equation for 
temperature above the entry point takes the form of 

T(z) = 1l:0)+r . (z-Z; -(exp«z-z)IA)-l) ·rA (1) 

in which T is temperature, Z is depth, zr is the depth 
of fluid entry, r is the undisturbed geotherm.lll 
gradient, and A is a measure of the rate of heat 
transfer. This time dependent factor is given by 
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(2) 

in which v is the velocity of the fluid, Pr is the 
density of the fluid, Cr is the specific heat of the 
fluid, r is the radius of the borehole, f(t) is a time 
function describing the thermal response of the rock 
formation to the fluid flow, and A is the thermal 
conductivity of the rock fonruition. This model is 
best applied when the ratio Oltl(l (where Ol is the 
thermal diffusivity) is greater than 1000 (Drury, 
1984), which for a normal range of borehole radii is 
reached on the order of weeks to months. At these 
times, the function f(t) can be approximated by 

r r I(t) = -In(-) --
2.f(ii 2 

where r is Euler's constant (0.5772 ... ). 

(3) 

Equations (1) through (3) were applied to the 
temperature profiles from wells 45-14 and 66-21. 
Figure 4 illustrates sample curve-fits of equation (1) 
to temperatures in well 45-14 resulting from fluid 
entries at depths of 1940 and 2510 meters. The 
temperature profile is' well-matched with A = 1400 
and 1500 meters, although variations of A by 10% in 
either direction are also close to the observed profile. 
With the assumption that well 45-14 has been flowing 
at the same rate for approximately 15 years, the 
estimated rate of flow is 1.1 lis or 14 gpm. 
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of 1940 ~d 2510 m. 
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! Application of the same analysis to a fluid entry at a 

depth of 2260 meters in well 66-21 gives A=250 
meters (Figure 5) and a flow rate of 0.17 lis or 2.5 
gpm. This is close to the measured flow from 66-21 
of 0.12 lis or 1.8 gpm (S . Hickman, pers. comm.) 
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Fig. 5. Temperature profile from well 66-21 along 
with modeled temperatures for fluid entry at depth of 
2260 m. Equilibrium curve reflect temperatures after 
dissipation of the transient centered at 2800 m. 

The flow rates estimated from the Ramey (1962) 
model are likely to deviate from the true value by 10 
to 20 % due to the effects of vertical conduction in the 
rock adjacent to the well (Beck and Shen, 1987) and 
to the vertical variation in the undisturbed geothermal 
gradient due to variations in formation thermal 
conductivity. This is particularly noticeable in the 
results from well 45-14. The additional fluid 
entering at 1940 meters should increase the value of 
A above this point, but the model yields a slightly 
lower value. However, the primary value of this 
analysis lies in providing an estimate of the depth 
section disturbed by the wellbore flow. For distances 
more than 3A from the fluid entry point, the 
measured gradient varies by less than 5 % from the 
true. gradient (Drury, 1984). Consequently, in well 
66-21 temperature gradients from the upper portion 
of the well and the temperature of the lowest fluid 
entry can be used in estimating undisturbed thermal 
conditions. In well 45-14 the high rate of flow as 
indicated by the large value of A leads to depressed 
gradients through the entire depth of the well. Only 
the temperature of the lowest fluid entry can be 
equated with the undisturbed formation temperature 
and used to estimate the overall geothermal gradient. 
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THERMAL EFFECTS OF FLUID FLOW ON THE 
STILLWATER FAULT 

Removal of the effects of well bore flow in wells 45-
14 and 66-21 provides information on undisturbed 
deep thermal conditions in all four wells. Available 
thermal conductivity data are limited, but some 
simple assumptions regarding the similarity of 
lithologies encountered in each of the four wells 
provides useful information on relative differences in 
conductive heat flow. 

In well 76-28, application of alluvium thermal 
conductivity values from nearby exploratory heat
flow holes (M. Walters, written comm.) give an 
estimated heat flow of 110 mW/m2, a typical 
background vlllue for this part of Nevada. This in 
tum yields an approximate average thermal 
conductivity for the metasedimentary section of 2.5 
W/m·K, assuming constant heat flow with depth . 
Applying these values to the calculated temperature 
gradient in well 45-14 (which penetrates a similar 
section of alluvium, volcanics and metasediments) 
yields an estimated heat flow of 140 mW/m2• 

Application of the same thermal conductivity data to 
well 62-21 yields a heat flow 90 mW/m2, which 
equates to a lopolith thermal conductivity of 2.6 
W/m·K. Data from the equivalent section in 66-21 
yields a value of 130 mW/m2. 

If the relative differences in apparent heat flow 
among the four wells are significant, then it is 
possible to estimate the thermal effect of flow up the 
SFZ at the locations where it is penetrated by wells 
45-14 and 66-21. A simple 2-D model for the 
change in heat flow across an inclined fracture with 
water moving along the fracture was derived by 
Lewis and Beck (1977). If the flow along the 
inclined fracture has persisted for enough time to . 
develop thermal equilibrium above and below the 
fracture, the difference in conductive heat flow across 
the fracture can be determined as 

!:.q = WC.1sin(6) (4) 

where W is the mass rate of flow per unit length of 
the fracture, C is the heat capacity of the fluid, r is 
the undisturbed geothermal gradient, and () is the dip 
of the fracture plane. For the SFZ, () is 
approximately 52°, and the difference in heat flow 
between wells with heat flow elevated by flow up the 
SFZ (66-21, 45-14) and wells with relatively 
undisturbed heat flow (62-21, 76-28) provides a Aq 
= 20-40 mW/m2. With these values we find W = 



1.4-2.8 x 10-4 kg/m.s. This works out to 4.4 to 8.8 
m3/yr for each meter of fault length southwest of the 
DVGF, compared to estimated flow rates of 23 to 46 
m3/yr for each meter of fault within the DVGF itself 
(Benoit, this vol.) . 

The validity of this model is limited by two primary 
factors. First is the assumption that increased heat 
flow in wells 45-14 and 66-21 is due to flow along 
the SFZ alone and does not reflect spatial variations 
in thermal properties, thermal refraction adjacent to 
the range front, or other unknown advective or 
conductive processes. Second is the 2-dimensional 
nature of the model. Near well 45-14 in particular, 
there is evidence from shallow temperature-gradient 
holes for 3-dimensional focusing of the thermal 
anomaly associated with the SFZ (Koenig et al., 
1976). Given these limitations, the analysis may not 
provide precise quantitative information on the 
magnitude of flow up the SFZ but does indicate the 
spatial extent of flow outside of the DVGF. 

In summary, subsurface temperatures and resulting 
heat flow values in wells 76-28 and 62-21 are 
consistent with regional averages. Subsurface 
temperatures and heat flow values in wells 45-14 and 
66-21 are higher, perhaps by as much as 40%. 
These higher values of heat flow are consistent with 
local fluid flow up the SFZ southwest of the DVGF. 
The SFZ should lie at a depth of approximately 6 km 
below the site of well 62-21, yet the thermal data 
suggest the heat flow is consistent with the regional 
average. An implication of this observation is that 
thermally significant fluid flow up the SFZ is not a 
factor at depths greater than 3 to 4 km in the vicinity 
of well 62-21. The validity of these results can be 
tested by considering other available information on 
deep crustal thermal conditions: well-established 
relationships between the maximum depth of seismic 
faulting and crustal thermal conditions provide one 
such approach. 

SEISMIC EVIDENCE OF DEEP CRUSTAL 
THERMAL CONDITIONS 

As noted above, Dixie Valley lies in a region of 
active seismicity. Most notably, in the 1954 Rainbow 
Mountain-Fairview Peak-Dixie Valley sequence, five 
earthquakes of moment magnitude (M) ranging from 
5.9 to 7.2 ruptured the faults in and south of Dixie 
Valley (Doser, 1986). The M=6.7 Dixie Valley 
earthquake was located approximately 30 km south of 
the DVGF and was responsible for up to 2 m of 
vertical offset along the SFZ to the southwest of the 
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DVGF (Slemmons, 1957). Relocation of the 
hypocenter for the Dixie Valley earthquake places it 
at a depth of 12 ± 3 km (Doser, 1986), with similar 
results for the other, more distant, earthquakes in the 
sequence. Numerous studies of thermal constraints 
on brittle faulting and the nature of the seismogenic 
crust constrain the base of seismicity in the western 
United States to correspond with a temperature less 
than or equal to 400°C (e.g. Sibson, 1982; Williams, 
1995). Consequently, the maximum focal depths of 
the 1954 earthquake sequence provides an additional 
thermal constraint on temperatures at depth and the 
corresponding value of heat flow. 

Figure 6 shows geotherms determined for the range 
of heat flow values derived from the four study wells. 
Geotherms were determined through use of the 
appropriate equations for one-dimensional steady-state 
heat conduction with heat production and a 
temperature-dependent thermal conductivi ty (Williams 
and Sass, 1995; Williams, 1996). The basic equation 
is given by 

1 bq, hA, 2 
T = - • [exp(-z - -z + In(l-bT» -1] 

b AO 2Ao 
(5) 

where Ts is the surface temperature (15°C), qs is the 
surface heat flow (varied), Xo is the thermal 
conductivity at O°C (3.0 W/m· K), As is the surface 
radiogenic heat production (2.0 J.l.W/m3) and b is the 
temperature coefficient of thermal conductivity 
(0.0024 - 0.0052/Xo). 
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Fig. 6. Crustal temperature profiles determined for 
the range of estimated heat flow from the four study 
wells. Note the discrepancy between the temperature 
inferred for the hypocenter of 1954 Dixie Valley 
earthquake and temperatures from heat flow values 
above 110 mW/m2 . 
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The primary result of interest is the consistency of 
the hypocentral depth of the Dixie Valley earthquake 
with temperatures near 400°C for heat flow values of 
90 mW/m2 (well 62-21) and 110 mW/m2 (well 76-
28). Temperatures at this depth for heat flow values 
of 130 mW/m2 (well 66-21) and 140 mW/m2 (well 
45-14) are far too high to represent in situ conditions 
at the hypocenter of the Dixie Valley earthquake. 
The consistency of the apparent heat flow in wells 
76-28 and 62-21 with the regional average for the 
northern Great Basin and the focal depths of nearby 
earthquakes strongly suggests that these sites are not 
affected by fluid flow along the SFZ. Conversely, 
the apparent heat flow in wells 45-14 and 66-21 is 
inconsistent with either the regional average or the 
earthquake focal depths. Consequently, permeability 
along the SFZ must be highly localized and flow 
along the SFZ in the vicinity of the DVGF may be 
restricted to depths less than 6 lan. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis of the temperature profiles from the four 
study wells provides valuable information on coupled 
heat and fluid flow within Dixie Valley. In 
particular, in the two wells (66-21 and 45-14) located 
southwest of the DVGF heat flow is elevated by 20 
to 40 % above the regional background value. Fluid 
flow up the SFZ may be responsible for this. By 
contrast, heat flow southeast (62-21) and northeast 
(76-28) of the DVGF is indistinguishable from the 
regional value. The limited magnitude and spatial 
extent of anomalous heat and fluid flow is confirmed 
by comparison with thermal conditions likely to exist 
at maximum hypocentral depths of nearby 
earthquakes. Future research to test these 
preliminary results should involve thermal properties 
measurements, detailed mapping of subsurface 
temperature and permeability, and numerical 
modeling. 
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